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Abstract 
The nanostructured surfaces, as seen in both nature and in the lab, offer a broad range 
of advanced functionalities, such as stunning structural colors, antireflective, self-
cleaning, superhydrophobic, superhydrophilic or antifogging effects. Those effects are 
facilitated by the specific arrangement of micro- and nano- structures on the surface. 
Manmade nanostructured surfaces, formed by advanced microfabrication techniques, 
can often mimic or even exceed natural ones in some property. However, there is a 
substantial limitation, as most of the abovementioned techniques work only on a flat, 
planar surface. One of the most widely used fabrication techniques, polymer injection 
molding, is not only capable of replicating extremely small structures, but also to 
produce parts with complex, non-planar shapes, at affordable cost. If we want to use 
injection molding for making products with nanostructured surfaces, we need to 
fabricate molds facing the same problem. In this work, we address this problem. At 
first, we need to verify if the previously reported monolayer adhesion-reducing 
coating (FDTS) can be used under different conditions during actual injection molding. 
Such coatings are critical to facilitate de-molding of the nanopatterned parts. We 
analyzed the coated surfaces of aluminum, titanium, and nickel molds before and after 
500 molding cycles, using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, AFM and contact angle 
measurements. We show that the contact angle and that the fluorine concentration 
on the surface remains increased. These results enable us to predict the coating 
lifetime and the linearity of the coating removal. Based on the data, we can state that 
FDTS can be used for coating of molds, and is particularly suited for coating of 
nanostructured molds. We can also rank tested metals in the order of expected 
lifetime in descending order: aluminum, titanium, and nickel. The second problem 
addressed is the forming of a nanostructured surface on a non-planar substrate. We 
used the hydrostatic nanoimprinting technique, with the HSQ films deposited by spin-
coating and spray-coating methods, on flat and curved mold inserts. The HSQ films are 
durable and tough, which makes them good candidates for molds, but the room 
temperature nanoimprint such high viscosity films as the HSQ dictates the use of 
extreme pressures, up to 800 bar. We designed and tested a special device capable of 
operation at those pressures, and used it to transfer the precise nanopattern with a 
period of 426 nm onto HSQ films on spherical surfaces with radii of curvature as low as 
500 μm. With the pattern transferred onto a curved substrate, we investigated the 
pattern distortion, resulting from contact between inherently flat nickel masters and 
double-curved spherical surfaces. The mean pattern period was measured as a 
function of radial distance and found to be in good agreement with the foil strain 
computed with a finite element (FE) method. Moreover, this FE method was able to 
predict the contact pressure as a function of the radial distance. The FE method was 
also able to predict the sudden pressure drop at the position corresponding to the 
experimentally observed limit behind which the pattern was no longer replicated. We 
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demonstrated a feasible method to produce non-planar nanopatterned surfaces for 
use as injection mold inserts. This opens new possibilities for making affordable 
polymer products with functional nanostructured surfaces.  
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Resume på dansk 
Nanostrukturerede overflader, som kan ses både i naturen og i laboratoriet, 
indeholder en bred vifte af avancerede funktionaliteter, såsom fantastiske strukturelle 
farver, antireflektive -, selvrensende -, superhydrofobe -, superhydrofile - eller dug 
hæmmende effekter. Disse effekter opstår ved en særlig orientering af mikro- og 
nano-strukturer på overfladen. Menneskeskabte nanostrukturerede overflader, der 
fremstilles med avancerede halvleder mikrofabrikationsteknikker, kan ofte ligne eller 
endda i nogle tilfælde overgå de naturlige effekter. Men der er en væsentlig 
begrænsning, da de fleste af de ovennævnte teknikker kun kan anvendes på flade og 
plane overflader såsom silicium wafere. En af de mest udbredte industrielle 
fremstillingsteknikker, polymer sprøjtestøbning, er ikke blot i stand til at replikere 
ekstremt små strukturer, men også i stand til at fremstille plastemner med komplekse 
ikke-plane former til en rimelig pris. Hvis vi ønsker at bruge sprøjtestøbning til 
fremstilling af produkter med nanostrukturerede overflader, er vi også nødt til at 
fremstille formene og står over for den samme problemstilling med at overføre 
nanostrukturerne fra de plane halvledersubstrater. I denne afhandling adresseres 
denne problemstilling. I første omgang undersøges om den velkendte monolag tykke 
adhæsions-reducerende belægning (FDTS) kan anvendes under forskellige forhold, 
herunder selve sprøjtestøbningen. Disse belægninger er afgørende for at fremme 
afformningen af nanostrukturerede emner. Vi har undersøgt belagte overflader af 
aluminium-, titan- og nikkelforme før og efter 500 støbecykler ved brug af XPS, AFM og 
kontaktvinkel målinger. Vi viser, at kontaktvinklen øges, og at indholdet af fluor på 
overfladen forbliver højt efter brug. Ud fra resultaterne kan vi forudsige den 
forventede levetid og lineariteten af slid på belægningen. Fra disse data kan man 
konkludere at FDTS kan anvendes til belægning af forme, og er særlig velegnet til 
belægning af nanostrukturerede forme. Vi kan også rangordne testede metaller efter 
størrelsesordenen af den forventede levetid af FDTS belægningen på dem. I aftagende 
rækkefølge får vi: aluminium, titanium og nikkel. Det andet adresserede problem er 
overførslen af nanostrukturer til plane substrater. Vi brugte en hydrostatisk 
nanoimprint teknik, hvor en HSQ film blev deponeret ved hjælp af spin-coating og 
senere spray-coating på henholdsvis flade og krumme formdele. HSQ filmene viste sig 
at være slidstærke og hårde, hvilket gør dem til gode kandidater til strukturering af 
formgivende overflader, men den høje viskositet af HSQ under nanoimprint processen 
ved stuetemperatur krævede ekstremt høje tryk, op til 800 bar. Vi designede og 
testede en særlig anordning, der virkede til nanoimprint ved disse høje tryk, og brugte 
den til at overføre et præcist nanomønster med en periode på 426 nm til en HSQ film 
på sfæriske overflader med krumningsradier ned til 500 µm. Efter at mønsteret var 
blevet overført til en krum flade, undersøgte vi strækningen af mønsteret som følge af 
kontakten mellem de i sagens natur flade nikkel mastere og de dobbelt-krumme 
sfæriske formoverflader. Den gennemsnitlige mønster-periode blev målt som funktion 
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af den radiære afstand og blev fundet til at være i god overensstemmelse med folie 
strækket beregnet med en finite element (FE) metode. FE metoden var i stand til at 
forudsige kontakttrykket som funktion af den radiære afstand fra centrum, og dermed 
også i stand til at forudsige det abrupte fald i kontakttryk ved en afstand fra centrum 
svarende til den eksperimentelt observerede grænse, bag hvilken mønsteret ikke 
længere var replikeret. Vi har således demonstreret en mulig metode til fremstilling af 
ikke-plane nanostrukturerede overflader til anvendelsen som formgivende overflader i 
sprøjtestøbeforme. Dette åbner for overkommelige nye muligheder for at fremstille 
polymerprodukter med funktionelle nanostrukturerede overflader. 
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Preface 
This thesis has been written in partial fulfillment of the requirements for obtaining the 
PhD degree at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). This PhD project has been 
conducted at the Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology (DTU Nanotech) from 
September 2009 to December 2012. 

The initial project, titled “Processing and characterisation of precision polymer on glass 
structures for wafer based fabrication of optical elements”, carried out with several 
industrial partners was changed due to the bankruptcy of Nokia Denmark and a major 
change in scope between the remaining partners, where they no longer needed 
polymer optical structures. Consequently, new objectives and a new title, 
“Nanopatterning of tools for replication of non-planar polymer surfaces”, were 
defined.  They are presented in this thesis. 

Functional micro- and nanostructured surfaces, as seen in nature in various organisms 
are often seen on non-planar substrates. This dictates some of methods used if we 
want to create them artificially. We selected injection molding as a method capable of 
mass production of polymer objects with complex geometries, perfluorosilane-based 
anti adhesion coating, and hydrogen silsesquioxane as the imprintable resist, as is 
discussed in the Introduction. 

To facilitate the de-molding of the final plastic parts, the molds need to be coated with 
an adhesion reducing coating. In chapter 2, we test the stability of the selected coating 
on an aluminum mold surface, and in chapter 3 on titanium and nickel mold surfaces. 

Chapter 4 shows nanopatterning on a non-planar surface, namely on a PMMA 
spherical surface with radius of 1 mm, but such surface is not directly usable as a mold. 

In order to fabricate tools needed for the mass replication of nanostructured non-
planar polymer parts, we selected HSQ as a hard, tough and durable material. HSQ 
films can be used to reduce roughness on freeform surfaces, as shown in chapter 5, 
and, using the toolbox developed in chapter 6, a mold insert with a spherical surface 
with a radius of 500 μm was imprinted with 426 nm structures, as shown in chapter 7. 
This shows that it can be used as an example of a non-planar nanopatterned polymer 
replication tool.       

Chapters 2, 5 and part of chapter 3 have been published or submitted for publication 
as can be seen in the list of publications on page 109.  

Kgs. Lyngby, March 7, 2013 

Jiri Cech  
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Glossary 
 

AFM Atomic force microscopy 

BA Benzyl alcohol 

CFL Capillary force lithography 

DIIM Di-iodomethane 

FDTS Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane 

FE Finite element 

FIB Focused ion beam  

HDMS hexamethyldisilazane 

HSQ Hydrogen silsesquioxane 

IM Injection molding 

IPA Isopropyl alcohol 

MIBK Methyl isobutyl ketone 

MVD Molecular vapor deposition 

NIL Nanoimprint lithography 

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane 

PMMA Polymethyl methacrylate 

POSS Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

TOPAS COC the trade name for Topas polymers‘ cyclic olefin copolymers 

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

ZEONOR COP the trade name for Zeonor cyclo olefin polymers 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 

“I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in 
numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you 
cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.” 

William Thomson, Lord Kelvin of Largs (1824-1907) 

 

Nano- and micro-structured surfaces, which give an additional surface functionality, 
are nothing new. One can clearly state that they have been around for millions of 
years, much longer than mankind as we know it. With a half billion years of evolution, 
the structures and functions of the surface are almost perfect for helping natural 
creatures to hide, survive, live and prosper. Nanopatterns and nanostructures in 
nature are not prepared in cleanrooms, using the most advanced e-beam or ion 
lithography systems, parallel beams of high-energy X-rays from a synchrotron 
radiation source, expensive masks, obscure toxic resists, ultra high purity chemicals 
and perfectly flat silicon substrates. Yet, even without all that they provide 
functionalities some of which are extremely difficult to fully understand, let alone 
mimic.  

A prime example of effects provided by nanopattern on surface is color, as shown on 
Figure 1 from [1]. One can see typical nanostructures used to create and enhance 
color effect on plant flowers, insect shells, hair, wings and eyes.  

Often this same nanostructured surface provides a lot more than just a nice look. 
Periodic gratings on flowers help them to stay clean by making water drops roll of the 
surface; this is known as a superhydrophobic or self-cleaning surface. Periodic 
multilayer superlattice help make Molluscs shells hard and tough. Microstructures on 
shark skin make them not only clean, but provides them with such a low drag that it 
inspired swimsuits used by 2008 Summer Olympics star Michael Phelps to beat other 
competitors. Antireflective properties of 2-D arrays of nanorods on insect eyes are 
well known. Perhaps less known is a structure closely resembling hollow optical fibre, 
found in a hair of marine worms. One can even find examples of very advanced optical 
structures, such as 3-D optical crystals, found in the beetles, or reverse opal structures, 
found in exotic butterflies. Some of these structures are so advanced that it is almost 
impossible to make them artificially in the lab.   
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We can look beyond color and consider the popular superhydrophobic/superhydrophilic 
effect. Each regular mosquito eye consists of a large closely-packed array of 
microhemispheres  

 
Figure 1. Typical photonic nanostructures in natural creatures: (A) 1D grating can be 
found in some plant flowers, such as Hibiscus trionum and Tulipa species; (B) 1D 
periodicity in the form of multilayers widely existing in some insects, birds, fish, plant 
leaves, berries, algae, and so on; (C) some discrete 1D periodicity can be found in 
Morpho butterflies and certain iridescent plant leaves; (D) natural surfaces with 2D 
gratings are used for antireflection and self-cleaning by some nocturnal insects, such as 
moth and some butterflies; (E) natural 2D periodicity in the form of cylindrical voids 
that are embedded in a high-refractive-index solid medium, such as those found in the 
iridescent hairs of certain marine worms—Aphrodite; (F) close-packed spheres of solid 
materials generate the iridescence of gem opals and have recently been discovered in 
the beetle—Pachyrhynchus argus; (G) inverse opal analogous nanostructures generate 
the iridescence of several species of exotic butterflies, such as the Parides sesostris. 
From [1]. 
 

(ommatidia), which are curved, few micrometer-wide lenses, placed on a curved 
substrate. This assembly alone is very difficult to mimic, yet it provides an extremely 
wide field of view. But the eye surface functionality does not stop there, as can be 
shown in Figure 2, there is an additional array of tiny, non-close-packed nanonipples. 
They are approximately 100 nm in diameter, and 50 nm apart, perfectly spaced to 
make the highly-curved surface of individual microhemispheres antifogging and dry 
even in the most difficult conditions, where everything around is covered by water 
drops, large and small.    

Since the famous 1959 talk at Caltech, given by Richard P. Feynman [2], researchers in 
the field of micro and nanotechnology have been able to get really close and often 
below the minimum sizes of natural nanostructures, or to create completely new 
structures, unseen in nature, such as single walled carbon nanotubes or quantum dots. 
Micro and nanotechnology is now part of our daily lives and can be found in various 
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applications around us, and it is clearly an advantage to have surfaces with advanced 
functionalities on our everyday products.  

Unfortunately, the vast majority of those man-made nanopatterns and nano-objects 
have been created on planar substrates. Everything in this field is build around silicon 
wafers and microelectronics fabrication processes of 1970s. The most common 
equipment to expose and form nanopatterns, such as optical lithography projection 
systems, have an extremely low depth of focus. Nanoimprinters, spin-coaters, hot 
plates and even wafer carriers usually anticipate flat samples. The majority of 
microfabrication characterization equipment is ruled by the same planar substrate 
assumption; optical microscopes are limited by the same laws as projection systems, 
the z-range of an AFM piezo scanner is few μm, contact angle (drop shape) 
measurement expects flat sample on which the drop sits, and similarly for XPS, 
ellipsometer or prism coupler measurement techniques. Even the optical profiler 
device, where one would expect suitability for curved samples, fails to measure high or 
deep samples when they are highly curved. One of few methods, where curved sample 
is not that big problem problem is SEM.      

  
Figure 2. Antifogging properties in mosquito eyes. Left panel: a) An SEM image of a 
single mosquito eye. b) An hcp microhemispheres (ommatidia). c) Two neighboring 
ommatidia. d) Hexagonally non-close-packed nanonipples covering an ommatidial 
surface.  Right: A photograph of antifogging mosquito eyes. Micro and nano structures 
shown on left panel causes that even though eyes are exposed to moisture, the surface 
remains dry and clear while the surrounding hairs nucleate water drops. From [3]. 
 

Despite all this, it would be very beneficial to have method and tools to create 
synthetic nanopatterns of our choice, with well tuned properties of our choice, on 
freeform, non-planar surfaces. After all, the world around us is full of objects not flat 
like a silicon wafer. There are countless applications, from hi-tech industry to basic 
products. It is not so difficult to imagine a superhydrophobic and antifogging 
structures on say the optical lens on the head of a laparoscopic or an endoscopic tool 
so doctors could better see when the tool is inside patient’s body, or a well designed 
array of antireflective nanorods on the lens of your cell phone camera, or on an IR 
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heat seeker tip of a guided missile, or say, hydrophobic and oleophobic food 
packaging, or simply polymer toys decorated with structural colors formed in a 
harmless and well tested plastic without a need for expensive and possibly toxic 
paints.  

Now we established that nanopatterns may provide additional, very useful 
functionalities, and that having such functional nanopatterns on freeform, non-planar 
surfaces, is highly desirable. Let’s have a look how they can be and have been created.     

Functional nanopatterns on non-planar surfaces 
Due to obvious limits of projection methods, imprinting [4], embossing or pattern 
transfer where a stamp, an imprint tool, intrinsically planar is brought in contact with a 
freeform, non-planar, substrate is often the method of choice. Outlined below are a 
few examples.  

Nanopatterns on curved surfaces are usually realized with soft elastic stamps made 
from materials such as PDMS, as reported by Choi et al. [5], where cylindrical and 
spherical substrates with radius of 10 mm were used, as shown on Figure 3. 

  
Figure 3. Nanopatterns on a curved (a) and a double-curved (b) surface, where the 10 
mm PS sphere was used, (c) SEM of line pattern and (d) AFM of the same and (e) SEM 
of 400 nm dot array and (f) AFM of the same array. 
  

Polyvinyl alcohol and nickel stamp was used by Hong et al. [6], where the force was 
delivered by gas pressure (5 bar) and a cylindrical substrate with radius of 20 mm was 
used. Another work, by Chang et al. [7], where the gas pressure was used to imprint 
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600 nm features on 2 inch steel disk with curvature radius of 80 mm shows the need 
for moderate pressure (40 bar), even when a soft stamp (PDMS) and a soft resist 
(PMMA) is used.  

Weng et al. reports [8] an interesting method, where a flexible, PDMS stamp is cast 
with a magnetic layer, then applied to the surface with 1 bar of gas pressure , and after 
reaching sufficient contact with the substrate, an electromagnet is activated which 
increases the force to 13 bar.  

 
Figure 4. (a) The morphology of the omnidirectional microlens array observed via an 
SEM. The scale bar is 1 mm. (b) SEM observation of the microlenses on the top of 
hemispherical shell. The scale bar is 100 lm. Inset: the microlenses on the outer ring of 
the dome (the scale bar is 100 lm). 
 

Fully functional, insect eye-like PMMA hexagonal gapless lenses on a curved spherical 
surface with radius of 3.5 mm have been recently (2012) reported by Liu et al. [9] as 
shown in figure 4. They prepared a planar intermediate PMMA film with lenses and 
then used heated spherical glass substrate, which remained inside the “eye” to shape 
PMMA sheet, and their assembly offers field of views greater than 170°. 

Yet another quite successful set of experiments with PMMA and nanopatterned PDMS 
transferred onto highly non-planar ribs and a channels for use in microfludics was 
recently (2011, 2012) reported by Farshchian et al. [10-12]. After not so successful 
attempts with UV curable resists, an ultrathin nanopatterned PDMS nano-stamp was 
used, together with brass or PDMS ribs, or another macro-stamp, to form structures in 
PMMA above Tg as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. SEM micrographs of micropatterned sidewall of micfrofluidic channel and 
nanopatterns on channel sidewalls, modified from [11,12]. 
 

In the last 2 cited works [11,12], by Farshchian et al. have the attempts to form 
micro/nano pattern on single curved surfaces been highly successful, even in the 
situation where a radius of curvature was fairly low. There are some problems with 
pattern distortions, double-curved surfaces and tearing thin PDMS nano-stamp, but 
overall it shows a very nice demonstration of current state of art. Note, however, that 
demonstrated results are formed in a PMMA polymer, thus cannot serve as an 
injection molding tool.        

Injection molding 
The most common and versatile of manufacturing process for plastic parts is 
undoubtedly injection molding (IM), shown in Figure 6.  In principle, plastic granulates 
are fed via a barrel heated with a series of heating elements, that, together with 
friction, help in melting the polymer. Molten plastic is then injected by a reciprocating 
screw under high pressure into the mold cavity. Once the plastic part has cooled, the 
mold opens and the part is ejected to make room for another cycle. This process is 
semi-continuous, making the manufacturing of parts very affordable. It is well suited 
for a high volume, complex shape parts that have tight tolerances and, when 
optimized, can replicate mold structure down to the nanometer scale.       
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of an injection molding equipment. 1. Hopper for plastic 
granulate. 2. Screw barrel. 3. Reciprocating screw. 4. Heating elements 5. Injection nozzle 
assembly 6. Stationary platen. 7. Standard two-plate mold assembly 8. Moving platen. 9. Tie-
bars. Adapted from [13]  
 

Molds are typically fabricated from tooling steel or aluminum. These materials have 
the strength to withstand high injection pressure, conduct and dissipate heat, and 
provide reasonable wear characteristics. Aluminum conducts and dissipates heat 
better than steel, making the cooling cycle shorter and more economic, but wears 
much quicker. Aluminum molds are much easier, faster and cheaper to machine, and 
material allows the use of fabrication methods that are otherwise incompatible with 
steel, such as single-point diamond turning*

Steel mold surfaces are usually covered with hard coatings, to limit wear and to 
prolong the lifetime of expensive tools. For this type of coating, thickness is much less 
important than hardness. Coatings not only protect the tool, they may affect the 
surface finish, thus the look and feel of the prepared part, and can affect polymer flow, 
mold filling, and de-molding. Classic coatings are usually a few hundred nm to a few 
μm thick. Most common “classic” coatings include electroplated hard chrome and 
electroless deposited nickel. More advanced coatings include Ni-Co alloys, deposited 
elecroless and therefore without the need to make a conforming anode that can be as 
complex and expensive as the mold itself. Another class of hard coatings are hi-tech 
coatings such as diamond-like-carbon, or PVD TiN, TiAlN, CrTiAlN, CrCN and alike, all of 
which are well suited for “classic” parts but with thicknesses of at least a few hundred 

. As such, aluminum molds are mostly used 
for prototype tools or low volume parts.  

                                                      

* Diamond is carbon, which reacts with iron in steel, leading to tool damage and dulling after short cut 
lengths. 
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nm such that they are not suitable for molds with nanopatterns as their purpose is 
different.       

Perflorodecyltrichlorosilane 
To prepare and successfully use nanopatterned IM tools, one has to take a different 
approach to coatings. Hardness and wear reduction are not on the top of priority list, 
but adhesion reduction combined with stability is. In the field of nanoimprint 
lithography, there are established processes to achieve good anti-adhesion properties 
on nanostructured stamps made of silicon, glass, quartz (SiO2) or even PDMS. For this, 
stamps are often coated with self assembled monolayers. The resulting coating is then 
extremely thin, in fact, as the name monolayer suggests, only one molecule thick.     

It is known that a perflorodecyltrichlorosilane, also known as FDTS, with formula 
C10H4Cl3F17Si (for structure see fig. 7), can be used for this purpose. [14-18]. The 
chlorosilane head group reacts with hydroxyl (-OH) terminated surfaces of like SiO2 
and Al2O3 and forms a stable, covalent bond. The tail group, heavily fluorinated alkyl, 
brings in the desired functionality, dramatically reducing the surface energy of a newly 
formed surface.  

 
Figure 7. Schematic figure of the FDTS self-assembled monolayer formation on the 
surface of an aluminum injection molding tool. 
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The reason why FDTS coatings are relevant for a micro- and nanostructured injection 
mold coating is two-pronged. First, small but critically important features (see figure 
8.), may be obliterated, if the conventional, few μm thick coating is use. To 
demonstrate, see recently published [19] a plastic injection molded device, which 
employs very shallow (100 nm) microfluidic channels to stretch single individual 
molecules of DNA so they can be studied with optical microscopy. This device would 
be impossible to create if the used mold coating completely overlays tiny 100 nm high 
ribs on the mold. It would be equally useless if it amplifies the height, making the ribs 
300 nm high, as the resulting 300 nm deep channels would be inefficient for DNA 
stretching.  

The second reason is de-molding or the adhesion reduction. Some functional 
nanopatterns, such as nanonipples from mosquito eyes, have very large 
surface/volume ratios. So, if the mold surface energy is not reduced, hot polymer may 
replicate the mold structure (if a varioterm process is used) but it may be impossible to 
release the final part, as shown in figure 9.  

 

 
Figure 8. Extremely shallow (100 nm) microfluidic nano-slits on an injection molded polymer 
device for elongation of DNA molecules [19].   
 

Those two arguments are a sufficient reason to study the stability of FDTS layers on 
the mold surface during real injection molding, as is presented in chapters 2 and 3 of 
this thesis and was published [20,21]. Our published results show that an FDTS 
monolayer is a suitable IM coating, and suggests that tools with nanostructured 
surfaces used to fabricate nanopatterned parts will work well, which was confirmed by 
a recent (Jan 2013) publication by Matschuk et al. [22]. 
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Figure 9. AFM micrograph showing the topography of polymer nanostructures, 
injection molded with (left) and without (right) FDTS coating on NiV mold. Mold 
temperature 60°C (top) and 90°C(bottom). Modified from [22]. 
    

Silsesquioxanes and HSQ 
If we search for nanoimprintable resists, sufficiently hard, tough and robust for the use 
as injection molds, silsesquioxanes turn up as a good candidate.  

Silsesquixanes, a class of compounds with the empirical formula [RSiO3/2] are just like 
nanopatterns. Their name comes from the 3/2 or one and one half of oxygen bound to 
silicon. They have been first synthesized in late 18th century by Ladenburg [23], and, in 
early 19th century, by Khotinski and Seregenkov [24]. In 1915 the hydrolysis and 
condensation of trifunctional silanes was studied by Kipping [25], but he concluded 
that polycondensation of “siliconic acids” leads to extremely complex mixtures of no 
synthetic value. This delayed further progress until the works of Brown and Vogt in the 
1960s [26,27].  

    

 
Figure 10. Structural representations of silsesquioxanes.  
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There are several representations, as shown in figure 10, the most common one is the 
ladder-type structure (A) or cage-like (B), which is often drawn with an incorrect O-Si-
O bond angle, shown as (C). 

Substituents can be as simple as hydrogen, and then the hydrogen silsesquioxane 
(HSQ) is formed or a full variety of organic substitutents. When R is a polimerizable 
group, a whole new class of monomers, POSS (polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes) 
becomes available. Again, just-like HSQ, they are extremely useful, and there is plenty 
of literature to benefit from. If we limit our focus on applications related to nanoscale 
patterning, there is a good review by Ro [28]. To briefly mention some stunning 
achievements, HSQ, when used as an e-beam resist, is capable of reaching sub-20 nm 
resolution [29], and, with optimized conditions, sub-10 nm [30]. To impress further, at 
2012, a combination of He ion beam and nanoimprint was used to deliver 4 nm 
patterns [31].  

In this work, HSQ is used merely as a room temperature nanomprint resist, which, 
when cured, forms a glass-like structure that is sufficiently hard to be usable as a mold 
or a mold insert for IM, thereby enabling affordable fabrication of non planar 
nanopatterned surfaces.  

Objective  
Concluding the information from Introduction we can now state the main objectives of 
this work, which, first, is to assess the stability of a monolayer adhesion reducing 
coating on actual mold surfaces, during the actual injection molding. And second, to 
fabricate non-planar surfaces with nanostructured patterns that are suitable for 
injection molding tools.  
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Chapter 2: Stability of FDTS monolayer 
coating on aluminum injection molding 
tools 
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Nanotech, Building 345E, DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark 

Abstract 
We have characterized perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) molecular coating of 
aluminum molds for polymer replication via injection molding (IM).  X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data, sessile drop contact angles with multiple 
fluids, surface energies and roughness data have been collected. Samples have been 
characterized immediately after coating, after more than 500 IM cycles to test 
durability, and after 7 months to test temporal stability. The coating was deposited in 
an affordable process, involving near room temperature gas phase reactions. XPS 
shows detectable fluorine presence on both freshly coated samples as well as on post-
IM samples with estimated 30 at. % on freshly coated and 28 at. % on post-IM samples 
with more than 500 IM cycles with polystyrene (PS) and ABS polymer.   

Introduction 
The injection molding industry often employs prototype molds and mold inserts from 
melt spun (rapid solidification processing [32,33]) aluminum, especially for 
applications in optics [34,35], photonics [36] and microfludics. Prototypes are also 
used for verification of mold filling. The use of aluminum tools has reduced lead time 
(days instead of weeks) and manufacturing cost (30% of conventional mold). 
Moreover, for aluminum, a surface roughness (RMS) below 5 nm can be obtained with 
diamond machining [34,35,37]. Conventional mold coatings add cost and complexity, 
and coatings with thicknesses of a few microns can obliterate small features. The 
                                                      

* Corresponding author. Tel +45 21444236, rafael.taboryski@nanotech.dtu.dk 
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nanoimprint lithography community extensively uses functional monolayer coatings 
on silicon/SiO2 lithographic stamps [14-18]. This treatment dramatically reduces 
stiction, and improves yield and quality of replicated nanostructures. Here we report 
on a fluorinated trichloro-silane based coating deposited on aluminum or its alloys by 
molecular vapor deposition. We have tested the stability of this coating in challenging 
conditions of injection molding, an environment with high shear stress from the 
molten polymer, pressures up to 200MPa, temperatures up to 250°C, and rapid 
thermal cycling. 

Methods  
The aluminum mold was machined from a solidified 6061 alloy. Samples have been 
cleaned in DI water, acetone, isopropylalcohol and blow dried in dry nitrogen.  

The FTDS monolayer coating was deposited using a multi-cycle recipe [38,39] in a 
commercial MVD 100 system from Applied Microstructures. The chemicals were 
heated to about 50°C while the sample was kept at approx. 35°C. Process was started 
by O2 plasma with 200 sccm flow at 250 W power for 300 s. This cleans and primes the 
surface [40,41], and ensures that aluminum is coated with aluminum oxide. The main 
cycle consist of four releases of FDTS at 0.5 Torr, one release of water vapor at 18 Torr 
and 900 s of reaction time. The cycle ends with five purge steps. The main cycle was 
repeated four times, resulting in a total processing time of approximately 80 minutes. 

The samples were characterized by XPS and sessile drop shape analysis. XPS spectra 
have been acquired by a Thermo Fisher Scientific K Alpha, with the spot size set to the 
instrument maximum of 400 μm and a takeoff angle of 90°. Survey energy scan range 
was 0-1350 eV, with pass energy of 200 eV, 10 scans, and a collection time of approx. 
660 seconds. XPS spectra have been collected on at least 3 spots on each sample, with 
spots at least 10 mm apart from each other to account for possible surface 
heterogeneity. Quantitative analysis of elemental composition from survey spectra 
and core levels deconvolution was done in the software package ThermoAdvantage 
version 4.75. The estimated relative error for the elemental quantification is below 
1.8%.  

A Krüss DSA 100S Drop Shape Analyzer was used to analyze the shapes of sessile drops 
of liquid on the sample surfaces. We used 3 liquids, namely water, benzylalcohol and 
diiodomethane to provide a sufficient number of pairs for the calculation of surface 
energy. Angles have been extracted 12 times from each drop during the first 6 seconds 
after deposition, with 4-10 good drops on each surface for each fluid.   

The surface morphology was tested by a Dektak 8 stylus profiler from Veeco 
Instruments. 
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Moreover, the sample surfaces were also evaluated using DME DualScope C-21 
tapping mode AFM with the resolution of 256 × 256 points. We used BS-TAP300AL 
probes with the probe force constant of 40 N/m. The topology data were collected 
from three regions (10.5µm × 10.5µm) on each of the investigated samples, selected 
regions being cca 75 µm apart. The scanned topology data have been processed with 
the provided DualScope/Rasterscope SPM software (version 1.6.2.5) using the 
following procedure: A central area of approximately 10 × 10 µm was selected, and a 
second order plane correction was applied prior to calculating the roughness 
parameters.  

Injection molding to test wear stability was done using an Engel Victory 200/55 
machine, with more than 500 IM cycles. First we tested 300 cycles using clear 
polystyrene, grade “Crystal 1810” (Total Petrochemicals) material, mold temperature 
20°C and melt temperature 250°C, and then more than 200 cycles with proprietary 
yellow ABS material, mold temperature 90°C and melt temperature 320-340°C. Few 
initial shots have been used to set-up volume, speed, and briefly to optimize the filling 
and packing of the tested part for each material.  

We also checked the temporal stability of the coating on the mold by leaving it 
exposed for more than 7 months at ambient conditions with exposure to direct 
sunlight, humidity and air pollution.  

Results and discussion 
We compared the surfaces of a pristine, uncoated control sample, with a sample 
freshly coated by FDTS, and with a sample used for more than 500 injection molding 
cycles. The stylus profiler data show no significant change in surface morphology and 
roughness, which is in accordance with the monolayer character of the 
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane coating on the hydroxyl terminated aluminum oxide 
surface.  

  FDTS coated Post IM Uncoated control 

region A B C A B C A B C 

SA[nm] 4.48 3.98 1.82 1.92 2.59 1.09 2.03 2.72 4.15 

SRMS[nm] 5.80 4.80 2.25 2.38 3.82 1.80 2.59 3.57 5.48 

SSK 0.650 -0.028 0.460 -0.068 1.970 0.120 -0.660 -0.530 1.010 

  
Table 1. AFM surface roughness parameters. Root mean square height of the 
surface(SRMS) and the arithmetical mean height of the surface (SA) are low and does not 
significantly depend on a sample treatment. Skewness of height distribution (SSK) 
values are fairly close to 0, therefore the surface roughness is relatively even, not 
dominated by tall spikes or deep voids. 
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Surface roughness parameters obtained by AFM do not reveal any substantial change 
of surface morphology, with the mean SRMS of 4.3, 2.7 and 3.9 nm for freshly FDTS 
coated, post IM and uncoated control samples respectively. Roughness parameters are 
shown in Table 1. The skewness of the height distribution values is close to 0, 
indicating a fairly even distribution. 

 
Figure 1. XPS data, Survey spectra of coated (green line) and uncoated (red line) 
surface showing distinct F 1s peak at 689 eV.  
 

An elemental analysis from the XPS survey spectra (Figure 1.) shows strong presence 
of fluorine on freshly coated samples in comparison to uncoated control samples. This 
indicates that XPS is a well suited method to evaluate the coating state.  Elemental 
quantification shows fluorine concentration of 30% at on the freshly coated surface 
and only slightly lower concentration on the post-IM mold surface, with 28% at. as 
shown in Table 2.  
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Name Peak BE FWHM eV At. % 

O1s 531.0 3.3 44.6 
Al2p 72.3 5.1 34.2 
C1s 284.4 3.2 19.4 
F1s 685.1 3.8 1.8 

    
Name Peak BE FWHM eV At. % 
O1s 533.1 3.2 31.6 
Al2p 75.5 5.1 26.8 
C1s 292.1 2.7 11.8 
F1s 689.7 3.0 29.8 

    
Name Peak BE FWHM eV At. % 
O1s 534.0 3.2 29.3 
Al2p 75.9 4.8 19.1 
C1s 287.2 3.0 24.0 
F1s 690.8 2.6 27.6 

  
Table 2. Element quantification from survey spectra as a function of sample treatment, 
showing uncoated control (top), freshly coated mold surface (middle) and post IM mold 
(bottom), with fluorine concentration of 1.8, 29.8 and 27.6% atomic resp. 
 

This demonstrates that, FDTS coating prevails well in the harsh conditions of IM. 
Deconvolution of the C 1s core level spectra shown in Figure 2 and Table 3 reveals 
prominent high binding energy (BE) peak components at 294.47 eV and 292.13 eV, 
with FWHM of 1.04 and 1.48 eV respectively. Those high BE components can be 
attributed to the functional –CF2– and –CF3 groups of the FDTS molecule. The ratio of 
peak areas is 6.89, very close to 7 as expected from the structure of the FDTS molecule 
shown in the insert of Fig. 2. Other, less prominent components at 290.3 and 287.6 eV 
arise from oxidized carbon species such as carboxyl group [42,43].  
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Name Peak BE FWHM eV Area(P)CPS.eV Area (N)  At. %  Q 

C1s Scan A 292.1 1.5 12706.1 181 56.54 1 

C1s Scan B 287.6 3.4 2196.92 31.23 9.75 1 

C1s Scan C 285.9 1.9 4932.81 70.05 21.88 1 

C1s Scan D 294.5 1.0 1844.31 26.3 8.22 1 

C1s Scan E 290.3 1.2 810.59 11.54 3.60 1 

  
Table 3. Deconvoluted peak components of C1s spectra. Component A corresponds to   
-CF2-, component D to -CF3 and remaining components are described in the text. 
 

The peak at 834 seen on the coated sample arises from the Auger electron KL1 
emission. This result is in fair agreement with XPS data presented in reference 
literature [42,44].   

 
 
Figure 2. Deconvoluted C1s spectrum, where ratio of D to A peak component areas (CF2 
to CF3) is 6.89. This can serve as a specific fingerprint of FDTS coating presence. Insert: 
Structure of a FDTS molecule. Parameters of deconvoluted components are shown as 
Table 3. 
 

Sessile drop contact angles (CA) were again measured on multiple locations of the 
sample to account for possible heterogeneities. Each fluid drop was reproduced 
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between 4-10 times and measured 12 times during the first 6 seconds. Collected raw 
CA data are plotted in supplemental figures S1 to S3 (See Appendix A). Obvious 
outliers (often indicated by an odd drop shape on the surface and marked by star 
symbol) were excluded from the data before the variance was calculated from the 
remaining CA values for each liquid. This summary result is shown in Figure 3.  The 
extracted error weighted contact angle data have been used to calculate the surface 
energies according to the extended Fowkes and Wu methods [45] using fluid pairs. SE 
results are shown in Figure 4.     

 
Figure 3. Contact angle measurement results for 3 different liquids as a funcion of 
sample treatment. 
 

The coating life expectancy seems to be between 2000 and 3000 molding cycles using 
a simple linear extrapolation from the calculated surface energy data.  The same 
extrapolation from the XPS data gives a life expectancy of the monolayer coating of 
approximately 7700 cycles. There are arguments which may suggest that our life 
expectancy is too conservative, first, the wear of the FDTS layer seems to be slightly 
non-linear, with an initial wear followed by a relatively slow loss. The indication for this 
is the fact that we carried out a brief water-only sessile drop investigation of the 
surface after the first few IM cycles used to set-up the injection molding parameters 
and the results were comparable with the results obtained after more than 500 shots. 
Second, since we have a monolayer coating, removal of even one full monolayer of 
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coating in each molding cycle would result in total coating removal after the first full 
cycle, which was not observed.  

 
Figure 4. Surface Energy calculation result using pairs of liquids, according to Wu and 
Fowkes methods, shows dramatic decrease of SE after coating and survival of this 
surface modification for over 500 IM cycles. 
 

Moreover, if a need arise, the tool surfaces can easily be cleaned and primed by 
oxygen plasma and recoated with a new FDTS layer. Regarding the temporal stability, 
there was no observable degradation of the coating after 7 months exposure to 
ambient conditions.  

Conclusion 
 The XPS spectral survey data confirms the presence of fluorine in both coated and 
post IM samples after 500 cycles. Covalently bonded FDTS coating molecules 
apparently prevail multiple injection molding cycles.  

Sessile drop contact angle results show that the FDTS coating reduces surface energy 
by a factor 2.5 to 3.3, and this modification largely prevails over harsh IM cycling with 
enormous pressure and repeated temperature loading. The expected the coating 
lifetime was found to be 7700 cycles. Temporal stability is excellent as well.  
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In conclusion we have presented a mold coating deposited by molecular vapor 
deposition using off the shelf chemicals, and suitable for mold and tool manufacturing 
workshops. This coating is extremely thin, sub-nanometer monolayer, controllable, 
covalently bonded, reasonably durable, affordable, scalable to production, and 
detectable on the surface. It is especially suitable for rapid mold prototyping and mold 
geometry testing.  
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Chapter 3: FDTS stability on nickel and 
titanium injection molding tools 
In this chapter I present results of FDTS monolayer coating stability during an injection 
molding. As we know from the previous chapter, FDTS coating on aluminum molds 
seems to prevail well even in a very harsh IM conditions, such as a rapid thermal 
cycling over hundreds of cycles, high pressure, high shear stress due to polymer melt 
flow and repeated de-molding. The main goal of this chapter is to verify if one can 
expect similar behavior with metals other than aluminum. To accomplish this, I 
selected commercial high-gloss nickel shim as one metal and sputtered pure titanium 
as another tested system. Both systems are highly relevant, just as aluminum is used 
for optics and microoptics molds, nickel is often used for preparation of 
microstructured molds for injection molded microfluidic devices and  
superhydrophobic surfaces,  and titanium coatings are used in microfabrication.  

Moreover, my secondary task in this chapter is to test the hypothesis that coating 
removal is in fact non-linear, which was suggested as a possibility in the discussion 
section of the previous chapter and questioned by the reviewer. To accomplish this, I 
decided to test the contact angle with all three selected fluids first after 200 cycles 
with cold mold and then again after another 300 cycles with heated mold. If the 
coating removal is strictly linear, one can expect a more dramatic loss between 200 
and 500 cycles, than the loss in first 200 cycles. If the hypothesis of  non-linear removal 
is correct to some extent, one can expect that the loss of coating will be less dramatic. 
As it turns out, loss is low, and the standard deviations of loss data are higher than 
observed changes, therefore does not allow for a conclusive answer. 

I opted to test IM in-house, using resources of DTU Danchip, to achieve better control, 
and to test with 2 polymer grades and both heated and cold mold. I also decided to 
improve the presentation of contact angle and surface energy data and to devise 
another method to use XPS data for prediction of coating lifetime. 

Some results presented in this chapter have been presented as a conference 
proceedings paper. 

Methods 
Methods used in this chapter are to a large extent identical to those presented in the 
previous chapter, with some notable differences which will be discussed below.  
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The tested nickel IM tool insert (shim) was approximately 370 µm thick and had a 
diameter of 85 mm. It was cut from a commercial highly polished Ni sheet, protected 
by polymer cover foil until used. Disc surface was carefully cleaned in a cleanroom 
with acetone, isopropyl alcohol and blow dried with dry nitrogen. This process was 
repeated three times to ensure that no residue of cover foil or possible adhesive is left 
on surface.  

The tested titanium IM tool insert surface was created using identical nickel sheet 
substrate and subsequent sputter coating of its surface with a titanium metal. I used a 
Wordentec QCL 800 metal deposition system. After previous unsuccessful tests, I 
observed that the sputter target may contain more than only a thin layer of titanium 
dioxide, especially when stored outside the vacuum chamber for prolonged periods of 
time. This contamination resulted in the formation of a yellowish coating, comprised 
mostly of oxygen and titanium, ie. titanium dioxide, according to XPS data. Since 
adhesion of such coating is questionable as well as its composition, I choose to run in a 
batch mode with a full set of 6 wafers, and to put my nickel substrate on the last 
position, to ensure uniform target composition of pure titanium metal and a good 
adhesion. The process was carried out at 300W power and pressure of 0.01 mbar, 
which was reported to result in a deposition rate of 1.4-1.7 Å/s. Process duration, was 
selected to be 600 seconds, with an expected thickness of approximately 100 nm. This 
should be fully sufficient, as the XPS penetration depth is at least an order of 
magnitude less.   

Injection molding was tested using the Engel Victory 80/45 Tech and a flat disc tool. 
This tool allows for the insertion of thin shim, which is our tested surface and produces 
polymer discs with diameter of 50 mm and thickness of 2 mm.   

Each of the two coated metal substrates was in total exposed to more than 500 cycles. 
First, I used 200 cycles with a clear COC TOPAS (grade 8007S-04) and cold (20-30°C) 
tool. The polymer was plastified at 200 °C and injected at 250 °C. The state of the 
surface after this treatment is referred to as IM 200. Additionally, the same surface 
was exposed to another 300 cycles, again with a clear COC TOPAS (grade 5013L-10) 
and an elevated tool (mold) temperature, which was kept at 100 °C. The plastification 
temperature was set to 250 °C and the injection temperature to 280 °C. This puts the 
total cycle count at 500, therefore the state of the surface is referred to as IM 500. As 
before, few initial shots have been used to set-up volume, speed and briefly optimize 
mold filling and packaging for each tested polymer grade.  

The perfluordecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) coating procedure using an MVD system was 
identical to the one described in the previous chapter. Contact angle measurement 
and XPS characterization are essentially identical to the ones described in the previous 
chapter, with a maximum spot size of 400 µm. I did not systematically collected C1s 
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core level spectra, as the link between core level shape and the presence of fluorine 
was already established.   

I omitted surface characterization with mechanical profilometer, as it was shown not 
to bring any additional information; instead I collected more data using the DualScope 
C-21 AFM microscope. Settings were identical as to the previous case, but I used 4 
regions (10.5 µm × 10.5 µm) on each sample and treatment. Regions are cca 50 µm 
apart, in the corners of a square, using the maximum offset of the piezo elements. 

Results and discussion 
I compared titanium and nickel surfaces with and without an FDTS monolayer coating, 
and same FDTS coated surfaces after 200 IM cycles and after 500 IM cycles.  

First, I tested surface morphology and roughness, as recorded by AFM. One can easily 
see that changes to topography (if any) are not significant, as shown in Table 1. This is 
not quite surprising, since FDTS monolayer coating thickness is expected to be just 1 
molecule, if we consider the C-C bond length in Alkanes to be 154 pm, a decyl, 10-
member chain is supposed to be only approximately 1.5 nm long. Since the initial 
roughness is bigger than this, we can hardly expect to see the change, which is indeed 
not the case. One can see that initial roughness of sputtered titanium is higher than 
that of nickel, probably as a result of the deposition process. In any case, roughnesses 
are fairly low, below 10 nm, which is in good agreement with the perfect mirror-like 
appearance of tested surfaces.  

metal Nickel Titanium 

treatment control FDTS IM500 control FDTS IM500 

SA [nm] 2.61 ±1.13 4.29 ±2.81 3.34 ±1.14 6.11 ±2.11 8.44 ±0.94 6.99 ±1.35 

SRMS [nm] 3.95 ±1.92 4.84 ±1.27 4.51 ±1.08 8.94 ±2.35 10.51 ±3.31 8.71 ±0.96 

SSK 0.44 ±0.71 -0.11 ±1.3 0.59 ±0.47 -0.24 ±0.29 1.54 ±0.14 0.25 ±2.11 
 

Table 1. Surface roughness parameter for Ni and Ti IM tool, measured by AFM. SD is 
calculated from all measured regions with the same treatment (N=4). Root mean 
square height of the surface (SRMS) and the arithmetical mean height of the surface (SA) 
are again fairly low and do not significantly depends on a sample treatment. This is a 
predictable result given the expected single monolayer thickness of an FDTS coating. 
Skewness of height distribution (SSK) values are again fairly close to 0, therefore the 
surface roughness is relatively even, not dominated by tall spikes or deep voids. 
 

Second, I measured contact angles on tested surfaces. Processed results for all three 
fluids and all sample treatments are shown in Figure 1. Compared to the previous 
chapter, I have also collected data at 200 IM cycles, to provide insight on coating 
removal linearity. Results are in a fair agreement with expectations, one can see that 
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contact angles of pristine control samples are always much lower than after coating 
same sample with an FDTS. After first 200 injection molding cycles, the angle is slightly 
reduced and then, after a total of 500 cycles (300 with hot tool) it is reduced further, in 
agreement with expectations.  

 

 
Figure 1. Processed contact angle measurement results for nickel and titanium surface 
(resp. their corresponding native oxides) and three different liquids (diiodomethane, 
benzyl alcohol and water)  as a funcion of sample treatment. 
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This general picture holds true for all cases with the exception of water and nickel tool 
and benzyl alcohol and titanium tool, where we see small, insignificant growth of 
contact angle, well within the error bars.  

CA on freshly sputtered titanium surfaces (minutes from high vacuum chamber) has 
been too low to be measureable, well below 15°. However, it was an interesting 
observation, as the surface got contaminated by the ambient cleanroom atmosphere 
and hydrocarbons, in a few hours CA increased to the measureable values and 
remained stable for days and weeks. This effect is not the growth of native oxide, since 
the timescale for that is much shorter, by a few orders of magnitude. Same effect, Ti 
surface contamination in an ambient atmosphere on seconds to tens of minutes 
timescale was observed previously in literature [46-48]. 

 
Figure 2. A sketch of the tested mold inserts. Diameter is cca 85 mm. Area A is not 
exposed to polymer flow, area B is inside a 50mm wide molding cavity, directly exposed 
to polymer, area C is a counterpart of tiny recess, a vent (air escape), in molding tool. 
Air in the cavity is escaping via this vent as cavity is being filled with polymer. Arrow 
and crosses indicate typical position of drops for contact angle measurwement. Red 
area is affected by excessive heating, so-called diesel effect, as I discuss the text.  
 

One can learn more details from the original raw data, shown as supplementary 
figures S4 to S9 in Appendix A of this thesis. There are notable groups of points with 
very low contact angle after the first 200 molding cycles. On figure 2 is a sketch of a 
tested shim, with a diameter of about 85 mm. 

Drops for CA estimation are placed across the shim, and I noticed that the uppermost 
drops have a substantially lower CA. This mystery was much more visible while rinsing 
the molding tool insert with DI water or IPA, since apparently crescent like region on 
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the top (marked red on figure) was hydrophilic and was wetting well as opposed to the 
main part of the tool, which was still strongly hydrophobic, as expected for FDTS 
coated surface. If one also considers the position of a vent, and cavity filling, which can 
be seen on few initial incomplete shots, the whole mystery disappears. Air is rapidly 
compressed and heats up, especially if the air escape vent is insufficient and/or fouled 
by burnt polymer. This defect is well known in plastic industry, and is usually referred 
to as a diesel effect, burn marks, air burns. Temperatures in that small region can be 
high enough to burn away pieces of tool steel mold, and therefore it is not extremely 
surprising that the FDTS coating is fully removed and burned clean in that small region, 
which was confirmed by XPS quantification. This explains the local lower contact angle 
anomaly. In further investigation, I disregarded this small, non-representative region.   

If one looks on Figure 1 again to assess if the coating loss (contact angle decrease) in a 
second molding set (cycles 200 to 500) is far more dramatic than in the first one 
(freshly coated to 200 cycles), an intuitive answer would be that it almost certainly is 
not. However, after I calculated surface energies using all contact angle data, the 
answer is that it is rather inconclusive since the loss, the differences themselves, are 
comparable and the standard deviations are larger than those differences.  

To summarize result of CA measurement and surface energy calculations I show Figure 
3, where is plotted a comparison of two metal materials (Ni, Ti) investigated in this 
chapter together with Aluminum from previous chapter. Result presented in this figure 
show that FDTS coating prevails not only on Al but also on Ni and Ti substrates for at 
least 500 IM cycles.   
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Figure 3. Calculated Surface energies for aluminum (white), nickel (green) and titanium 
(red) using extended Fowkes (blank)  and Wu (slanted lines) methods demonstrate that 
FDTS coating prevails for at least 500 IM cycles. 
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Figure 4. X ray photoelectron spectroscopy survey spectra of tested surfaces, showing 
freshly coated (red), used, post 500 injection molding cycles (black) and uncoated 
control (green). One can see that even in the post IM state there is a well detectable 
contcentration of fluorine on both nickel (top) and titanium (bottom). This clearly 
indicates that at least some part of the FDTS coating prevails.  
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I collected XPS survey spectra for both metals samples investigated in this chapter 
before FDTS coating, on freshly coated samples and after 500 injection molding cycles. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure XPS after only first 200 molding cycles. 
XPS is in principle a non-destructive method, but the sample stage in a Thermo Fisher 
Scientific K Alpha is limited to a sample size of approximately 60 × 60 mm, and the 
tested mold inserts are circular with diameter cca 85 mm.   

The survey spectra, presented as Figure 4, show that there is a detectable fluorine 
concentration on freshly coated and used samples. One can attempt to quantify how 
much fluorine, hence FDTS, is present. This quantification for nickel, titanium and 
aluminum sample is shown in Table 2.  

Treatment Metal 

 nickel aluminum  titanium 

FDTS coated 35.5% 29.8% 38.7% 

post IM 500 20.5% 27.6% 27.5% 

pristine 1.1% 0.9% 0.0% 
 

Table 2. Detected concentration of fluorine (in at.%) from survey spectra as quantified 
by the ThermoAdvantage software package. Estimated error is below 2%. 
 

 If one analyzes loss of fluorine, corresponding to the loss of FDTS coating, over the 
first 500 cycles, one can see that the loss on a nickel substrate (44%) is much larger 
than the loss on titanium (29%) and aluminum (7.6%) substrates. One can use this loss 
to predict coating lifetime using linear extrapolation, assuming linear removal of 
monolayer coating. However, this prediction depends critically on a quality of XPS 
quantification, purity of surface and a quality of collected spectra. There might be a 
better, slightly more robust method, taking in account not absolute fluorine 
concentration but the ratio of detected fluorine and underlying primary metal, i.e. 
nickel, titanium or aluminum. One can use those ratios for a linear extrapolation to 
estimate coating lifetime. This method should be less sensitive to surface 
contamination by for instance carbon, from polymers and injection molding lubricants. 
Comparison of this ratio/based method with other extrapolations is shown in Table 3. 

Metal Expected FDTS lifetime 

  Surf. En. XPS 

  Ext. Fowkes Wu F conc F/Metal 

Al 1900 2800 7700 4650 

Ni 2700 2550 1120 947 

Ti 5130 5430 1735 1285 
 

Table 3. Estimated coating lifetime using a linear extrapolation of changes in surface 
energy as calculated by two  methods and based on XPS detected change of the 
fluorine concentration vs change in the ratio of fluorine to metal. 
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Conclusion 
I was able to observe an increased contact angle and to detect fluorine after 500 
injection molding cycles (300 of them with a hot mold), which is evidence that at least 
a part of an FDTS monolayer coating prevails. This is true for both nickel and titanium. I 
can therefore guarantee minimal coating lifetime to be at least 500 cycles, which 
might be indeed sufficient for prototype mold or specialized devices. Moreover, since 
it is fairly simple to strip FDTS coating and re-coat same tool, it might be viable result 
by itself.  

AFM data confirms, in agreement with expectation, that monolayer coating does not 
substantially alter topology of an underlying metal substrate.  

Intuitive evaluation of observed contact angles supports the hypothesis about non-
linear removal of coating. But, after evaluation and calculation of surface energies can 
one conclude the collected data cannot confirm or refute the hypothesis regarding 
non-linear removal of coating. 

Analysis of the contact angle and surface energies, as well as loss of fluorine and a 
change in the ratio of fluorine to the metal may be used to predict coating lifetime. 
Linear extrapolation results from SE and XPS are in fair agreement within each method 
but not in good agreement when comparing those methods against each other. I 
would therefore suggest using the lowest of the coating lifetime estimates for each 
respective metal to be on the safe side. With this approach, we can rank substrate 
metals according to the expected coating lifetime to aluminum, titanium and nickel. 

Supplementary data 
Supplementary data, namely supplementary figures S4, S5 and S6 for nickel and S7, S8 
and S9 for titanium, associated with this chapter can be found as the Appendix A of 
this thesis.   
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Chapter 4: Nanopatterning of highly 
curved spherical PMMA surfaces 
 

Nanostructured, functional patterns created directly on double-curved surfaces allow 
for a variety of new applications per se. However, when combined with high volume 
replication methods such as casting or injection molding, such surfaces become 
sufficiently affordable for everyday use and may be used to enhance properties of 
common products.  

This chapter covers initial tests with imprinting on non-planar surfaces. Substrates are 
flat and double curved spherical surfaces with a very high curvature (radius of just 1 
mm), about 10 times more curved than the highest previously reported value in 
literature [5]. The selected material (PMMA) is not directly usable to form injection 
molding tools for further polymer replication, as the patterned surface is polymer, not 
a mold surface. It can, however, be electroplated or used for replica casting. The 
presented method relies on imprinting with a soft, flexible PDMS stamp, which 
conforms to the highly curved substrate. We demonstrate the feasibility of such 
patterning and show the importance of the fact that an intrinsically planar tool must 
conform to a double curved surface, which leads to a non-trivial and relatively high (up 
to 14%) distortion of a replicated nanopattern. This distortion was investigated, 
measured and compared for a thick and thin PDMS stamp.  

Most of the experimental work was done during the Master thesis project of DTU 
Nanotech student Alexander Bruun Christiansen [49], where author of this thesis was 
co-supervisor. The main goals were:  development of a technique for imprinting on 
double-curved concave and convex surfaces, test patterning on very highly curved 
surfaces, verification and classification of possible distortions, and testing the 
possibility to nanopattern the surface of polymer lenses without damaging their micro 
and macro structure. 

Methods 
The PDMS imprinting stamp was created in the usual way [50], using a 100 mm silicon 
wafer with nanostructured pattern as a master. This master surface was coated with a 
monolayer of Perfluorodecyltrichorosilane (FDTS), using the commercial MVD system 
and process described in detail in previous chapters, to ensure reduced adhesion 
effect. The Sylgard 184 base and a curing agent have been thoroughly mixed in the 
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usual 1:10 weight ratio in a disposable container. The mixture was poured onto the 
master wafer and degassed. This was accomplished by placing the wafer with PDMS 
layer into a plastic desiccator used in lieu of a vacuum chamber and exposing it to a 
vacuum for at least 30 minutes, to remove macro- and microscopic air bubbles from 
the casted PDMS layer. The PDMS layer on the master wafer was then cured at 
elevated (70°C) temperature for 6 hours. The master was placed in a slightly tilted 
position in order to achieve gradient in PDMS stamp thickness. After curing, the 
master wafer was removed and the flexible stamp was cut into smaller pieces of 
different thickness and characterized. 

A PMMA solution was prepared by dissolving 15 wt% of PMMA beads in high purity 
anisole and prolonged (24+ hours) stirring. The molecular weight of used PMMA was 
350k and the declared Tg was 105°C. Polystyrene (PS) used for bulk substrates 
prepared by an injection molding was identical to material used in Chapter 2, clear 
grade “crystal 1810” from Total Petrochemicals. 

Non planar, high curvature and low surface roughness substrates for testing imprinting 
are not easy to obtain. The aluminum substrates used in this chapter were high 
precision, low roughness (RRMS < 10 nm) spherical cavities and protrusion, specially 
designed for the fabrication of a polymer microlens array and single microlenses. All 
aluminum tools have been specially fabricated by Kaleido A/S. Actual profile of tools is 
shown in Figure 1. A photo of a tool with single microlens protrusion is shown in Figure 
2 left. 

  
  

Figure 1. Surface profiles of used aluminum tools, as measured by stylus profiler. Cavity 
(left) radius was designed to be 1 mm, and the fitted circle radius (red) is 1050 μm. 
Maximum depth is 130 μm, the base diameter is 1000 μm. Protrusion (right) radius is 
1050 as well, the maximum height is 280 μm and the base diameter is 1400 μm. 
 

Imprinting in hydrostatic pressure conditions, a perceived necessity for non-planar 
substrates, is a somewhat unusual requirement for most of the commercially available 
NIL systems. Typically, both stamp and substrate are flat and thin, imprint stack height 
is often well below 1 mm. This would not accommodate tested substrates, let alone 
their concave/convex surfaces. The Obducat NIL 2.5 Nano Imprinter (manufactured by 
Obducat, Sweden) is one of systems capable of a hydrostatic pressure operation. An 
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inert gas pressure is applied on a backside of a thin aluminium membrane, which is on 
topside of a soft PDMS stamp with nanopattern facing down to non-planar surface. 
See Figure 2. This allows the foil to conform to both the PDMS and underlying sample 
surface and deliver an even, uniform pressure on non-planar substrates. Typically, a 
pressure of 10 bars was used and dwell time was set to 2 minutes, imprint 
temperature was varied and cool down temperature, at which the pressure was 
released was set to 80°C. 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 2. An aluminum tool and the Obducat NIL 2.5 nanoimpritner. Photos of the 
actual tool (left) and device (right) used in the cleanroom. A schematical figure (bottom 
left) to demonstrate the principles of operation. A planar or nonplanar substrate A with 
a PMMA resist layer and a flexible PDMS stamp is placed onto an electrically heated 
moveable piston B, which is then moved up, separated by a thin, disposable aluminum 
foil C, to close cavity D. This closed volume is then filled by a compresed inert gas at 
selected pressure. To accommodate for higher stack height, spacer F was used. E is a 
vacuum relief line used to avoid any pressure buildup below the separation foil. Bottom 
right panel shows pressure (green) and temperature (blue) during typical process. 
Pressure spikes are due to leak in the system.   
 

 A Dektak 8 surface profilometer was used to collect height profiles of the substrates 
both before and after imprinting. The profilometer scans a mechanical stylus over the 
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analyzed surface, and measures the deflection. The scan is done in a single direction, 
and gives a line-profile of the surface topography. The diameter of the used diamond 
stylus is 5 μm, and the claimed vertical resolution at the finest range is only 1Å or 0.1 
nm.  

Two AFM systems were used for characterization of imprinted surfaces.  First, in the 
DTU Danchip cleanroom, is the Nanoman AFM Dimension 3100, and second, the 
traceably calibrated system at Dansk Fundamental Metrologi (DFM).  Both AFM 
systems were operated in tapping (intermittent) mode. It is important to consider that 
the vertical range of the piezo actuators for tip vertical movement is limited to 5 μm, 
due to their high resolution. This value might be easily exceeded, especially on highly 
curved surfaces. Recommended Z range for Nanoman system at Danchip is 2 μm 
which, in return, limits the X/Y range to 5 × 5 μm on the most curved samples. Another 
important consideration is that AFM processing software often fits data to a plane, 
either during post-processing or live, which may lead to the loss of information on 
most curved samples.  

SEM use for analysis of tested surfaces was limited, as there were two issues. First, it 
remains nontrivial to image insulating samples like PMMA with sufficient resolution, 
and second, PMMA itself is sensitive to e-beam and its structure changes upon 
exposure. 

Finally, during troubleshooting of the presented process, a high resolution X-ray 
computer tomography system Metrotom 1500 from Zeiss, located at Danish 
Technological Institute in Høje Taastrup was used. 

Results and discussion 
Results of initial imprinting experiments, where PMMA solution was spin coated either 
on a glass wafer or on an aluminum tool are presented in Figure 3. Those results are 
not on curved surfaces, they are collected on the flat part of aluminum tool, in the 
area between lenses and on a flat glass wafer. Initially, for a sample with post-spin 
curing at 110°C for 2 minutes, imprinting was successful also at temperatures 80 and 
90 °C, well below the reported Tg of used 350k PMMA. This would be highly 
encouraging, as it suggests possibility to structure lens surface without damaging 
macro and micro geometry. However, follow up experiments, with curing at 180°C for 
5 minutes, to warrant full removal of solvent, show that if there is no residual solvent 
(anisole), there is also virtually no imprint at temperature near Tg, such as at 100°C. 
One can see that it is possible to fully remove the solvent and still achieve imprint, but 
temperatures must be increased to 120 or 150°C. Another problem with curing at 
180°C is formation of small bubbles in PMMA film, as this temperature is actually 
above the boiling point of anisole (154°C) at ambient pressure. To avoid this effect, 
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third curing temperature (150°C) was tested. This is below the anisole boiling point yet 
sufficiently high to remove all residual solvent from few micrometer thick PMMA film. 
Reliable imprinting with structure depth higher that 25% of stamp depth was 
demonstrated. 

 
  

Figure 3. Depth of replication using a PDMS stamp and spin coated solution of a PMMA 
in anisole, shown here as a function of an imprinting temperature (left). Structure 
height/depth on a PDMS stamp is 239±10 nm. The first curve (black squares) shows 
results for samples cured for 2 minutes at 110°C after polymer spin coating. This 
suggests that there is a possibility of a replication even below Tg of the used PMMA 
(105°C) but it can be attributed to the insufficient time and/or temperature for total 
removal of anisole solvent, as confirmed by second curve (green triangles). Here the 
anisole was fully removed at 180°C for 5 minutes, and as expected there is practically 
no replication below Tg. Finally,the  third point is PMMA cured at 150°C, below anisole 
boiling point, and one can achieve replication depth of 64 nm (27%). Left panel: AFM of 
the pattern replicated in PMMA at 120°C and cured at 110°C, showing nice, well 
defined pattern. 
 

After establishing imprinting conditions on planar substrates, we can move to non-
planar surfaces, such as PMMA microlens arrays on glass wafers. Figure 4 shows 
process intended to prepare those imprinting substrates. Briefly, the intended process 
consists of spin coating the PMMA solution onto an aluminum tool with cavities, 
planarizing it, curing at the previously established temperature and transferring to a 
glass wafer prior to imprinting. Described steps apparently work, and curved PMMA 
substrates on glass have been prepared. However, after attempting to imprint 
nanostructures on the surfaces, something odd was observed. The polymer lenses did 
not behave like lenses anymore, and they appear to be somehow crushed and 
collapsed. Profile of such structure measured by Dektak is shown as the left panel of 
figure 5. 
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Figure 4. Non-planar polymer substrate preparation steps. Top line, panels A1 to A3 
show intended process for the preparation of bulk PMMA microlens array on glass 
substrate. The FDTS coated aluminum tool is spin coated with a high viscosity PMMA 
mixture, and then the cavity replica from polymer is transferred onto a transparent 
glass substrate. Middle line, panels B1 o B3, shows actual outcome of the process. The 
PMMA coating is conformal rather than planarizing, despite being of a high viscosity. 
This results in a formation of polymer shells, rather than bulk microlenses. The 
mechanical strength of such shells is insufficient to withstand additional 
nanoimprinting. Bottom line, panels C1 to C2 show the process used for forming the 
PMMA layer on a rigid non-planar substrate using spin coating. This system was used 
to test embossing and to study pattern distortion. 
 

This profile of a collapsed lens structure upon imprinting suggests that there might be 
a void between glass substrate and PMMA body of lens. This is evidenced by SEM 
micrographs of an individual lens cut by a scalpel, as shown in middle and right panel 
of figure 5. However, this is still rather violent method, possibly altering the structure. 
In addition, there still might be alternative explanation such as a solvent rich core vs. 
well cured skin on the surface of PMMA. We used an x-ray computer tomography, as 
another, fully independent, non-destructive method to characterize microlens array in 
its intact state. The results, presented in Figure 5, are conclusive and clear, confirming 
the presence of a void inside each individual lens. This can be explained using a second 
line of panels in figure 4, B1-B3, where the PMMA forms a conformal coating instead 
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of a planar layer, thus forming the observed void instead of a bulk lens. Despite my 
various attempts to remedy this issue, such as blade coating instead of spin coating 
and high temperature vacuum annealing, I have not been able to eliminate it fully. 
Therefore, the process shown as bottom line in Figure 4, panels C1-C2 was used. Here, 
the PMMA film was spin coated onto a protrusion on aluminum tool, and left on that 
tool. The tool then forms a rigid support, and the PMMA film on top is an anticipated 
nanopatternable spherical surface, both highly and double curved. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 5. Voids created inside PMMA shells. Top left: Profile before and after imprinting 
as measured by Dektak. Center and right: SEM micrographs of individual lenses cut by 
scalpel. Bottom: X-ray computer tomography measured on intact lens array, clearly 
proving existence of voids and thin shells. 
 

Imprinting on spherical PMMA films was carried out using previously established 
conditions, discussed in first paragraph of this section. PMMA was cured for 5 minutes 
at 150°C to avoid presence of any residual solvent, and then imprinted at 120°C and at 
10 bar pressure for 2 minutes, with a cool down step to 80°C.    

With the use of hydrostatic pressure and soft, flexible PDMS stamp, we can clearly see 
successful imprinting of nanostructures on a highly curved spherical surface, as shown 
in Fig 6. This is an important result as it exceeds the current record, established in 
literature approximately 10 times.  
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Figure 6. AFM micrograph showing a spherical PMMA surface with an imprinted nanopattern, 
recorded in the position B on figure 7. 
 

Moreover, literature does not discuss any pattern distortion, which is rather unusual, 
provided that the intrinsically flat stamp has to conform to a spherical surface.  With 
clear and well established imprint on the spherical surface we can proceed to detect 
and analyze pattern distortion. This is achieved by the comparison of the mean period 
(structure pitch) on the various positions of the imprinted spherical surface compared 
to the period on flat surface. Results of this comparison are shown in Figure 7. One can 
see a substantial difference when imprinting with a thin soft PDMS stamp (300 μm), 
comparable to the height of a protrusion, and when a thick (2000 μm) PDMS stamp is 
used. With a thin soft stamp, period stretch of 13 and 14% is observed at the apex of a 
protrusion. The area of the spherical cap is 16% larger than the area of the base circle. 
This corresponds to 7.7% larger mean period, if the strain is distributed 
homogeneously over the area.  

This shows that the pattern distortion is non-neglible and has to be taken in account, 
and designed for, when a high precision is needed, such as for optical gratings and 
photonic crystals replicated onto a spherical surface. 
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Figure 7. Distortion of the pattern on a spherical surface. A well replicated nanopattern 
was recorded in various positions on the spherical surface as indicated by the letters in 
the top panel. The pattern period is compared to the base period as observed on a flat 
surface. This strain is then shown on the bottom panel. One can see fair distortion (up 
to 14%) and also a dramatic difference between thick and thin PDMS stamp.    
 

Conclusion 
To conclude the results collected in this chapter, one can see that; first, a process for 
imprinting with soft PDMS stamp into a few micrometer thick PMMA films was 
developed. This process uses NIL Obducat, which delivers hydrostatic pressure and 
thus is , in principle, capable of imprinting on non-planar samples. Second, a process to 
form highly curved non planar bulk PMMA microlenses on glass, usable as imprint 
substrates was tested, but collapsing of formed lenses during imprint was observed, 
analyzed, and explained. Third, as a solution, the PMMA solution was spin coated on a 
rigid aluminum substrate and imprintable highly curved spherical substrates have been 
obtained.  
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Structures as small as 420 nm were successfully imprinted on spherical substrate 
surfaces with the radius of curvature as low as 1 mm, using a hydrostatic pressure and 
a soft PDMS stamp.  This result exceeds best value found in literature 10 times.  

Due to geometrical difference between flat stamp and spherical substrate, a sizeable 
pattern distortion (up to 14%) was observed, in accord with expectations (mean of 
7.7%). Moreover, a major difference in distortion between thick and thin soft stamp 
was measured. 
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Abstract  
Surface roughness or texture is the most visible property of any object, including 
injection molded plastic parts. Roughness of the injection molding (IM) tool cavity 
directly affects not only appearance and perception of quality, but often also the 
function of all manufactured plastic parts. So called “optically smooth” plastic surfaces 
is one example, where low roughness of a tool cavity is desirable. Such tool surfaces 
can be very expensive to fabricate using conventional means, such as abrasive 
diamond polishing or diamond turning. We present a novel process to coat machined 
metal parts with hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) to reduce their surface roughness. 
Results from the testing of surfaces made from two starting roughnesses are 
presented; one polished with grit 2500 sandpaper, another with grit 11.000 diamond 
polishing paste. We characterize the two surfaces with AFM, SEM and optical 
profilometry before and after coating. We show that the HSQ coating is able to reduce 
peak-to-valley roughness more than 20 times on the sandpaper polished sample, from 
2.44(±0.99) µm to 104(±22) nm and more than 10 times for the paste polished sample 
from 1.85(±0.63) µm to 162(±28) nm while roughness averages are reduced 10 and 3 
times respectively. We completed more than 10.000 injection molding cycles without 
detectable degradation of the HSQ coating. This result opens new possibilities for 
molding of affordable plastic parts with perfect surface finish. 
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Introduction  
Roughness of advanced polymer replication tools is costly and challenging to control, 
especially in case of complex geometries such as tools for freeform optical 
components, for microfluidic and medical diagnostics devices [19,51,52] or as 
substrates for nanopatterned surfaces. Such applications may often require special 
fabrication of molding tools. Low roughness surfaces fabricated by conventional 
means, such as abrasive diamond polishing or diamond turning, are often extremely 
costly. Hard coatings are often required to protect molds and to extend their lifetime. 
These coatings [53-55] are usually vacuum deposited [56,57] conformal coatings that 
simply copy an underlying topography, without affecting roughness. Electroplated 
coatings like hard chrome can even increase roughness. Wet deposited polymer 
coatings usually do not form sufficiently hard and durable films and the dip coating 
process may ruin fine features of a mold surface, such as microfluidic channels or 
micro- and nanopatterned regions. 

Silsesquioxanes are small, cage-like, organosilicate molecules with the formula 
[RSiO3/2], with three silicate bonds per silicon atom and one organic substituent R [58]. 
They tend to form cross-linked, organic-inorganic networks. Such networks may 
demonstrate features of both a hard, ceramic-like materials and features of a soft, 
organic material. Properties can be tuned and modified by processing to achieve for 
instance high final hardness together with solution processing or spin coating. There is 
a wide range of applications for this sophisticated material, such as optical coatings 
[59], dielectric insulators [60], barrier coatings, nanocomposites [61] , or lithography 
[62] to name a few.  

Hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), where the organic substituent R is simply a hydrogen 
atom, is an established lithographic resist [29,63] with good contrast and high 
sensitivity. HSQ resist in a solvent consist of individual cage-like molecules or a 
partially cross-linked, low molecular mass oligomer. Hence, it flows and can be spray-
coated on planar and non-planar surfaces. It can be re-saturated with solvent to 
reduce surface roughness, as we show in this paper, or it can be (nano)patterned [64-
66] . HSQ cross-links after curing and so forms a hard, fused silica-like structure. 
Patterned HSQ surfaces have previously been used as nanoimprint lithography 
masters [67]. Prerequisite to use HSQ for an injection molding mold is durability and 
robustness, which we tested.   Hence, a mold comprising of such a cross-linked HSQ 
surface, is expected to be able to withstand a large number of injection molding 
cycles.  Another viable use of spray-coated HSQ film is repair/refurbishing of injection 
molds as they are often extremely costly to replace. 

HSQ mold surfaces can be coated with additional chemicals such as a monolayer of 
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) which further reduces surface energy, sticking 
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and demolding force. While coating of SiO2 [16,17,68,69] or cured HSQ [64] 
nanoimprint lithography tools with an antisticking/release layer is not new, it was 
suggested [70] and recently shown [71,72] that an FDTS monolayer coating can be 
successfully used to coat certain injection molding tools. This further reduction of the 
surface energy is important for a cost effective injection molding of complex and 
challenging articles such as nanopatterned superhydrophobic surfaces, where a 
successful part release remains a challenge. 

Methods 
We describe preparation of the metallic substrates, deposition, processing and curing 
of the HSQ film, sputtering of a reflective metallic film and characterization of the 
surfaces. 

Substrates 

Our testing substrates are the machined aluminum RSA 6061 alloy discs with a 
diameter of 33 mm and a thickness of approximately 3.7 mm, which may be used as 
an injection mold insert. The surface after machining was sanded with a series of 
sandpapers from Siawat fc, Switzerland for the grits P800, P1000, P1200 and from 
Rhynowet plus from Indasa, Portugal for the superfine grits P1500, P2000 and P2500. 
Sanding was performed in a wet state, using cca 10 minutes with each grit. Ceramic 
polishing paste MPA 11000/1 from Festool, Germany, corresponding to grit 11.000 
was used on the appropriate sample for approximately 15 minutes. All surfaces have 
been carefully rinsed with acetone, isopropylalcohol and blow dried in dry nitrogen 
after surface preparation. Aluminum substrates have been cleaned immediately 
before spray-coating in the air plasma chamber for 15 minutes, using the chamber 
Diener Pico P100 from Diener Electronic, Germany to ensure perfect cleanliness and to 
reduce hydrocarbon contamination on the surface.   

HSQ film processing  

HSQ resist, FOX 16 from Dow Corning was applied using a spray-coating technique 
with an ultrasonic nozzle (Sonotek ExactaCoat with Impact spray nozzle). The resist 
passes through the nozzle and reaches the ultrasonically agitated nozzle tip, where it 
disintegrates into a mist. The mist is forced onto the sample surface using a carrier air 
stream. FOX 16 resist is mixed 1:10 with methyl isobutyl ketone as solvent, and then 
sprayed at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, with the robot passing the nozzle at 25 mm/s 
and line spacing of 0.88mm. Half of sample area was masked with cleanroom blue 
tape, and therefore not coated with HSQ.  
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Re-saturation with a solvent 

Samples were transferred to the reflow chamber immediately after spray-coating. The 
reflow chamber consists of a bubbler bottle where inert gas is introduced to the MIBK 
solvent and then reintroduced back to the chamber to achieve fast exposure to the 
atmosphere saturated with solvent vapor. Samples are kept in the chamber for 30-60 
minutes, at ambient temperature and pressure. 

Curing 

Samples were cured in an inert gas atmosphere oven, first for 8 hours at 70 °C to 
facilitate full solvent removal and then the temperature was ramped up to 400 °C for 1 
hour to ensure full cross-linking. Heating was turned off and the oven temperature 
slowly ramped down to room temperature.    

Sputtering of a reflective metallic film 

To increase reflectance of the HSQ film and to avoid light transmission and reflection 
from the metal substrate, we sputter coated cured HSQ samples with a thin film of 
gold/palladium (80/20) alloy. We used the Balzers SCD 004 sputter coater, operated 
with 0.06-0.07 mBar pressure of argon. Samples have been processed for 240 seconds 
at 30mA current. A silicon wafer is always included to examine the effect of sputtering 
on roughness. 

Characterization  

We used a Sensofar optical profiler in the Vertical Scan Interference (VSI) mode with 5 
scans per spot and a 100x DI interference objective. We selected our tested area to be 
approximately 85 x 85 µm, with the 512 x 512 pixels resolution, to be comparable with 
the AFM data. The pixel to pixel distance is 166 nm, comparable to the 176 nm for the 
AFM. Data was plane corrected. We measured 3 spots for each sample and treatment, 
each at least 2 mm apart.  

We also characterized our sample surfaces in a tapping mode with an AFM PSIA XE-
150. We selected the maximal area, approx. 90 x 90 µm and measured it with 512 x 
512 pixels resolution, giving a pixel to pixel distance of 176 nm, comparable to the 166 
nm for the optical profiler. We used a BudgetSensor aluminium coated tip. Collected 
AFM data was evaluated using XEI software, 1.8.0Build16 from Park Systems corp. 

The samples were investigated in a Zeiss Crossbeam 1540 EsB. After transfer to the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) the samples were tilted 54° relative to the beam. 
A focused ion beam (FIB) was used to selectively remove material from the samples in 
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ca. 10 µm wide trenches, revealing the profile, i.e. the inner structure perpendicular to 
the surface. The samples were imaged using 3 kV accelerating voltage. 

Results and discussion 
Aluminum disks having two different starting roughnesses were coated with a layer of 
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ). The superfine sandpaper polished disk shows an initial 
area peak-to-valley roughness of 2.44(±0.99) µm while the paste polished disc shows 
1.85(±0.63) µm. The HSQ layer was deposited by spray-coating, which is, unlike spin-
coating, capable of coating non-planar surfaces and challenging geometries such as 
concave optical and micro-optical surfaces, molds for microfluidic devices and other 
geometries which would be impossible to polish by manual or mechanical means. 
Samples that have been spray-coated with HSQ and cured show considerably reduced 
roughness as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. Photograph of two aluminium samples. The diameter of disks is 
approximately 33 mm. The left sample was polished with P2500 sandpaper, and the 
right one with a polishing paste corresponding to grit 11000. Vertical divide on each 
sample is the border between the left side, which was masked, and the right part which 
was coated with silsesquioxane, thus having substantially lower roughness. Horizontal 
line at the top section of each of shown samples marks an area that was protected by a 
silicon wafer during deposition of a reflective metallic film. 
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The left sample is rougher as it was wet polished with superfine P2500 sandpaper, 
while the right sample was polished with a polishing paste corresponding to grit 
11000. We can see a vertical line on each sample, dividing it into two parts. The left 
part was masked and is thus uncoated, in the original state, and the right part, which 
was coated with HSQ, has substantially lower roughness.  

Films, spray-coated under the described conditions consists of almost solvent-free 
particles of un-cross-linked HSQ. Such films do not reduce roughness per se; they have 
to be re-saturated with solvent prior to full cross-linking. However during re-saturation 
with solvent, the surface energy of the soft, plastic, solvent re-soaked film is minimized 
by self-smoothing. A soft HSQ film reflows to achieve the minimal surface area. This 
state and shape is then fixed by re-evaporation of solvent, which makes the HSQ films 
harder, yet still capable of a plastic deformation. This is especially true when the HSQ 
film is exposed to external forces, such as nanopatterning by imprinting [73]. However, 
if we cure a smooth, solvent free film at an elevated temperature, it fully cross-links 
and forms a hard coating with a substantially reduced roughness, compared to the 
starting roughness of the metal substrate. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. The fully 
cross-linked HSQ film on the metal substrate is capable of and has been tested to 
withstand more than 10.000 injection molding cycles, when applied on the metal mold 
insert. We have been also able to demonstrate use of HSQ resist for a mold repair and 
refurbishing [74]. 
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Figure 2. The root mean square (RMS) roughness (top panel), the roughness average 
(Sa), which is normally used to describe the roughness of machined surfaces (middle 
panel), and the peak-to-valley roughness (SPV) all dramatically decrease once samples 
are coated with the hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) film. This was observed on 
sandpaper and on paste polished samples and is valid for both optical (vertical scan 
interferometry [VSI]) and AFM data. VSI roughness data cannot be measured on HSQ 
coated samples without coating them with a reflective film first because HSQ coating is 
transparent. 
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We characterized coated and uncoated surfaces with AFM and an optical profiler. An 
example of AFM topography is shown in Figure 3. For the 3-D optical profiler 
measurements on surfaces coated with the cured HSQ films it was necessary to 
sputter a thin layer of a reflective film in order to characterize roughness of HSQ 
coated surfaces. This is essential as the HSQ film alone is transparent, and has, 
according to the literature [75], a relatively low refractive index of about 1.36-1.39. 
Hence, HSQ only reflects approximately 2.4-2.7% of incident light, assuming 
perpendicular incidence and no roughness. This, together with an uneven, rough and 
highly reflective metallic substrate surface under the HSQ prevents reliable optical 
characterization without metallization. Neither the HSQ film thickness nor the surface 
topography/roughness can be reliably measured without metallization.  
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Figure 3. Atomic force microscopy data showing the topography of superfine 
sandpaper polished sample surfaces. Top panel shows the uncoated surface and the 
bottom panel shows the silsesquioxane coated and cured surface. Surface roughness is 
strongly reduced. 
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Figure 4. Optical profiler data showing the topography of superfine sandpaper polished 
sample surfaces. Top panel shows the uncoated surface and the bottom panel shows 
the silsesquioxane coated and cured surface. Surface roughness is strongly reduced. 
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However, when sputtering of a thin, reflective layer of metal on top of the HSQ, we 
can increase reflectance to well over 50% without altering the surface topography 
significantly. Using Fresnel equations and optical constants from literature [76,77] we 
can easily calculate that, for instance, as little as 14 nm of gold gives a perpendicular 
reflectance R = 0.51 for a wavelength of 500 nm, which is sufficient for 
characterization using an optical profiler and the vertical scan interference method. 
One should note that the optical constants of an extremely thin (less than 15 nm) 
metallic film differ slightly from the properties of the bulk metal [78,79] and that they 
usually form islands and voids instead of a continuous film. We can see this effect in 
the FIB-SEM profile micrographs, shown as Figure 5, where the non-continuous metal 
film is seen as the uppermost layer. 

 
Figure 5. FIB-SEM micrographs showing profiles of a sandpaper polished sample (left 
column) and a paste polished sample (right column). Top row shows uncoated 
surfaces, bottom row shows surfaces with the HSQ film. Tilt angle is 54° and HSQ film 
thickness is approximately 1.3 μm. 
 

Therefore we sputtered thin reflective films not only on HSQ coated samples but also 
on silicon wafer samples, to verify the topography change due to the sputtering of a 
reflective film. We observed that a pristine silicon wafer sample shows root mean 
square roughness SRMS of 2.4±0.3 nm while a sputter coated wafer with gold-palladium 
reflective film shows SRMS of 1.96±0.2 nm, and the peak-to-valley roughnesses are 
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16±2.30 nm and 13.6±1.6 nm respectively. We can see that the topography change 
due to sputtering of a reflective film is indeed very small (see Supplementary Table S10 
in Appendix A) thus the effect is negligible. This finally allows surface topography 
measurement on HSQ coated substrates using a 3-D optical profilometer, as shown in 
Figure 4. 

Areal roughness parameters, root mean square (RMS) roughness (SRMS) and the 
roughness average (Sa) are defined as the average of the height deviations and the 
mean surface (quadratic mean), and the arithmetic average (mean) of the 3-D 
roughness, taken over the evaluation area , therefore they are statistical parameters, 
and we present them in Figures 3 and 4. They are less sensitive to outliers and more 
independent from the choice of the evaluation area / region of interest. We see 
substantial decrease of roughness on the HSQ coated samples; approximately 10 times 
for a sample with initially higher roughness and 3 times for a sample with initially 
lower roughness. 

For the peak-to-valley roughness (SPV), defined as being the distance from the highest 
to the lowest point in the evaluation area, the decrease is the most dramatic one, as 
shown Figure 2. We see a more than 20 times lower value for the sample with a higher 
starting roughness and a more than 10 times lower value for the paste polished 
sample with a lower starting roughness. Despite the fact that the peak-to-valley 
roughness is the one most affected by the region-of-interest-selection, and unlike the 
roughness average and the root mean square roughness it is not a statistically robust 
parameter, it is a very a important parameter since it dominates the sample 
appearance, the optical properties and the perception of quality. Even samples with 
decent, fairly low Sa and SRMS can easily be ruined by a few deep scratches, thus, the 
reduction of the peak-to-valley roughness is a very important effect. 

We see a very good correspondence between results from two fully independent 
methods, AFM and 3-D optical profilometry (after deposition of a reflective film) as 
can be seen by comparing Figures 3 and 4. This result is in agreement with the FIB-SEM 
micrographs, presented in Figure 6. We can see cross-sections of a sandpaper polished 
surface with a visible tool marks in the left column and a paste polished surface in the 
right column. The bottom row shows profiles of same surfaces coated with a cured 
HSQ film. We can easily see an apparent film thickness and un-even morphology of an 
underlying metal substrate. With a known tilt angle and scale we can calculate The 
HSQ film thickness of approximately 1.3 μm for selected spray parameters. We can 
also directly see a low roughness top surface, with islands and voids of metal from a 
deposition of a reflective film. 
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Conclusion 
We observed smoothing of HSQ spray-coated and solvent re-saturated films on rough 
and polished metallic substrates. This reduction of surface roughness was measured 
with two independent methods, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Vertical Scan 
Interference (VSI) optical profilometry and their results are in a perfect agreement. 
Sample cross-sections micrographs, measured with a FIB-SEM confirm the same result. 

The peak-to-valley surface roughness (SPV) was reduced more than 20 times for an 
initially rougher sample, wet polished with superfine sandpaper and more than 10 
times for an initially less rough sample, polished with paste. The roughness average 
(Sa) and the root mean square roughness (SRMS) were reduced 10 and 3 times, for the 
rougher and smoother substrates, respectively.   

In conclusion, we have been able to show that a relatively thin HSQ film on metallic 
substrates such as molds for injection molding is able to greatly to decrease surface 
roughness. This is important, since such coating can withstand more than 10.000 
molding cycles and is capable of reducing roughness on otherwise inaccessible 
surfaces and geometries.  This result opens new possibilities for molding affordable 
plastic parts with perfect finish. 
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Chapter 6: Development of a toolbox for 
the extreme pressure embossing 

 

“The true method of knowledge is experiment.” 
William Blake (1757– 1827) 

 

Preliminary experiments are called preliminary for a reason, as the interpretation of an 
outcome, a result, positive or negative, can be tricky at best, or completely misleading 
at worst.  

In early January 2011, more than two years ago, I was able to make one successful 
nanostructure imprint in a hydrogen silsesesquioxane (HSQ), a hard, glass-like resist. I 
used a mere 50 bar of pressure, still an order of magnitude more than what is used 
during “normal” soft lithography or thermal nanoimprint lithography processes. A 
commercial, of-the-shelf OBDUCAT system was used, same as in the chapter 4. I used a 
spin-coated HSQ layer on a flat wafer and a flat, 100 μm thick Zeonor COP polymer foil 
stamp with nanopattern. An encouraging result, to some extent in a disagreement 
with previous literature reports, but looking like I have a perfect system for 
nanopatterning of highly curved surfaces, including those on injection molding inserts. 
Way to go! 

The only problem with this result was, that, as it turned out to, I was unable to imprint 
again for next year and half.  

This chapter does not cover results of embossing into HSQ. It covers development of a 
toolbox, in particular nanopatterned masters and dedicated embossing devices. I 
discuss design, development, testing and failure analysis, as well as a few steps of 
redesign and retesting a dedicated embossing system, capable of delivering 
hydrostatic pressure in excess of 1000 bar. A rather unusual nanoimprinting device. 
For an illustration, a peak combustion pressure in a Renault gasoline spark-ignition 
engine is about 50 bar [80]. A peak combustion pressure in a diesel engine cylinder of 
personal car is 160[81] to 180 bar [82], and values around 200 bar are reported [81,83] 
for a heavy duty commercial truck engines. Pressure at the bottom of the Mariana 
trench, the deepest part of the world's oceans, 10 911±40 m below the mean sea level 
is 1086 bar, comparable to the 1100 bar inside a rifle barrel, when a 5.56 mm NATO 
round leaves the muzzle[84]. As I learned the hard way, many materials behave very 
different at such conditions, for instance, density of water, in first approximation 
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considered incompressible, is increased by as much as 4.96% at the bottom of the 
Mariana trench.  

Materials and methods 
This section covers details of a process to form large area nanopatterned stamps using 
interference lithography and description of few developed embossing devices. 
Development of nanopatterned tool was carried out at DTU Danchip and DTU Fotonik 
at RISØ. Development of embossing devices was done using workshops of DTU 
Mechanical Engineering and DTU Danchip, and labs at DTU Nanotech. The designed 
process flow is shown as the Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. The process flow, where a polymer foil stamp is used to emboss into HSQ film. A1: 
glass wafer is spin-coated with 1.5 μm of AZ5214E resist. A2: backside absorber is deposited. 
A3: Interference lithography exposure(s), a fringe pattern recorded. A4: resist development, a 
corrugated, phase grating formed. A5: Chromium seed layer (60 nm) evaporated. A6: Nickel 
electroplating, 25-350 μm. A7. Separation, cleaning and FDTS coating of Ni foil. A8. A Zeonor 
polymer foil is thermally imprinted with Ni foil. A9: Separation of foil. A10: Foil used as a stamp 
to emboss into HSQ. A11: Nanopattern replicated in an HSQ, ready to be cured and used as a 
mold. 
 

Method to make imprinting tool with nanopattern 

The selected nanopattern is a cross-grating (two superposed gratings rotated by 90 
degrees) formed by the light interference. This allows us to reach a period below the 
wavelength of used light and this method is known to be extremely precise. Since the 
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period in both gratings is identical for all practical purposes, one can use such a 
pattern as a metrological device to characterize deformation and to calibrate and 
evaluate other machines and methods.  

I used a 100 mm boron glass wafers, double side polished, thickness 500±10 μm. The 
wafer carrier was open inside the cleanroom and wafer surfaces have not been 
cleaned as I observed that it would contaminate them more than if they were left 
alone.  

The chemical treatment priming with Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) prior to the spin 
coating was used to promote the adhesion of the applied photoresist. A Star2000 
system from IMTEC was used to do vapor deposition of HMDS under the low pressure 
and high chamber temperature. The cycle consists of dehydration and purging with 
nitrogen for 12 min., priming with HMDS vapor for 7 min. at 150 °C, purging and 
exhaust for 5 min., venting with return to atmospheric pressure for 3 minutes. Full 
process takes cca 27 minutes. Primed glass wafers have been placed outside HMDS 
oven at ambient cleanroom atmosphere for approximately 15 minutes, to cool down.  

Immediately after cooling down to room temperature, the wafers were been spin-
coated. A Maximus 804, SSE (Sister Semiconductor Equipment) automatic spinner was 
used. I selected AZ5214E resist, to allow further processing at DTU Danchip, and the 
recipe was a standard one, named “1,5 4inch”. This recipe is designed to form 1.5 μm 
thick photoresist on a 4 inch substrate, and perform a soft-bake on the internal 
hotplate at 90° for 90 s. At the end of this process, substrates with resist are ready for 
exposure.  

After depositing resist layers on glass wafers, I closed them in opaque wafer carrier 
and transported them to the DTU Fotonik at RISØ where first, the polymer absorber 
was deposited (poured) on the backside and left overnight for full curing. Second, 
another day, interference lithography exposures were carried out. 

A schematic chart of the interference lithography setup is shown in figure 2. A He-Cd 
metal vapor laser operating at 441.56 nm in continuous wave mode was used.  Setup 
is placed on a vibration isolated optical table, with a massive PMMA box enclosing the 
whole table to limit the influence of an air flow. The main parameter varied is the 
exposure time, which is discussed later. Tested exposure times range from 2 to 480 s. 
The exposed area is not the full wafer but roughly circular with a diameter of 60-70 
mm. Setup is operated remotely, by an electronic shutter with delay, to limit even the 
slightest vibration sources. The Sample (wafer with resist and backside absorber) is 
placed on a rotational stage, so one can easily perform 2 subsequent exposures with a 
rotation by exactly 90°.  
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Figure 2. Schema of an interference lithography setup. A: Electronic shutter. B: 
Dielectric mirrors. C: Beamsplitter. D: Spatial filters. E: Sample stage F: Sample. 
 

After exposing the resist layer on a glass wafers, I peeled off an elastic backside 
absorber, packed them again in an opaque wafer carrier and transported back to DTU 
Danchip. There, the exposed wafers were developed using the developer-2 bath 
consisting of AZ351 developer and water (1:5) mixture at 22±1 °C. I processed 1 to 6 
wafers at a time and made fresh developer prior to every use. The development time 
suggested by Danchip for 1.5 μm AZ5214 resist is 60 s. I found it completely 
inadequate for my laser exposed samples and I tested times from 50 s up to 4 minutes, 
as discussed later. Wafers were rinsed in DI water and spin-dried.  

The next step is the deposition of a conductive seed layer; I again used the Wordentec 
QCL 800 system to deposit 60 nm of chromium via e-beam deposition. This technique 
is reliable and uncomplicated, as it is easy to achieve conformal coverage on a 
relatively shallow sinusoidal cross-grating. 

Electroplating of the cross-grating created in resist, with the chromium seed layer on 
top, was carried out using Technotrans microform.200. This system is dedicated 
to electrochemical deposition of nickel. The thickness of the deposited Ni layer 
depends on total passed charge, and foils with thicknesses from 25 to 350 μm were 
prepared. At the end of process, the obtained stack with say 300 μm Ni foil on one 
side, seed layer and resist layer in center and the glass wafer on the other side is 
removed from electroplater. The resist layer self-separates from the used glass wafer 
and stays on the Ni film, which then may be transferred outside the cleanroom, and 
carefully rinsed with a few batches of acetone, IPA and ethanol and blow dried.      

Prior to preparing polymer or HSQ replicas, the nanopatterned nickel foil is FDTS 
coated using MVD system and 4 cycle process STAMP, well described in previous 
chapters.  

Pattern transfer to a flexible polymer foil is carried out using a commercial device CNI 
(Compact NanoImpriter) from NIL Technology. This system is a typical thermal 
nanoimprinter, but miniaturized and with fairly fast operation. I used a stack consisting 
of a solid wafer-sized ceramic stamp, 100 μm PTFE copolymer foil, a dummy Si wafer 
coated with FDTS coating, polymer foil sample (Zeonor COP), Ni stamp (tool) with 
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previously created nanostructures, 500 μm PTFE foil, and inflatable silicon cushion in 
the lid, to deliver pressure.  

 
Figure 3. The Compact NanoImprinter from NIL Technology, Left: Photo. Right: 
Principle of operation. The bottom part A is closed with lid B, and current is passed 
between pins C, rapidly heating solid stamp D. A dummy FDTS coated wafer E ensures 
a clean and flat backside as the actual polymer foil F is imprinted by the nanopatterned 
stamp G (nickel foil). The stack begins and ends with soft, PFTE copolymer foil. Imprint 
force is delivered once an inert gas is pumped via opening H to a cavity above the soft, 
inflatable cushion J. 
  

Used polymer foils are ZEONOR COP, thickness 188 μm, grade ZF14-188, lot no: 
201055-20100224, thickness 100 μm, grade ZF14-100, lot no: 20090318-2009-12-18-
02 and thickness 50 μm, grade ZF-14-050, lot no: T26X097. 

Stamp process development 
The first task in development of the system to transfer nanopatterns to highly curved 
surfaces is, unavoidably, creation of the nanopattern in question. As the goal is not 
only to create nanopatterned surface suitable for use as an injection molding mold, 
but also to characterize stretching and conforming of planar stamp to non-planar 
substrate, one needs a perfectly precise stamp with highly homogeneous period. 
Fortunately, there is great answer for this demand. 

Interference lithography 

Interference lithography technique where the period is given only by the wavelength 
of the used laser and the angle of interfering beams, is a suitable solution. One can 
rely on the interference of two laser beams 1 and 2. If the phase relation is constant 
(beams are within their coherence length) and the wave front is not distorted, 
structure of well defined lines is obtained. This pattern is usually referred to as a 
diffraction- or Bragg-grating, and their period Λ, which depends only on the angle(s) 
and wavelength can be calculated using       
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 Λ =
𝜆

sin𝜃1 + sin𝜃2
 (1) 

 

Where 𝜆 is  the laser radiation wavelength and 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the angles between 
normal of the exposed surface and normal of the wavefront of the beam 1 and 2 as 
shown in figure 4 left. The intensity of the pattern is sinusoidal and this can be used to 
expose pattern in photoresist. Such a recorded pattern is then a grating by itself, first, 
an amplitude grating, as the resist is photo-darkened or photo-bleached, then, after 
development, when the exposed or the unexposed part is removed, one obtains a 
regular phase grating (with corrugated surface).  

If divergent and not collimated (parallel) beams are used, the period error (or 
variation) is  

 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 100 × �1 −  
1

cos �𝛽2�
�% (2) 

 

 where 𝛽 is the angle between the two most distant points of an exposed substrate 
and the point source of the exposing beam. However, this error can be easily reduced 
if one uses a collimating lens after the spatial filters. With a properly designed setup, 
the period error can easily be well below 0.05%. Spatial filters (figure 4 right) can be 
used to select part of the Gaussian power distribution across the beam, as they consist 
of an objective and a pinhole. The incoming beam is focused to the pinhole and only a 
part of the beam which gets through is used.  
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Figure 4. Left: Wavefront interference. Right: spatial filter, taken from [85]. 
 

There is an obvious tradeoff; if the focus is imperfect, only a small part of the beam 
will be used after pinhole, and the total intensity will be strongly reduced, but the 
resulting intensity profile will be very flat and uniform. This means that the photoresist 
will receive almost the same (low) dose in the center and on the periphery of the 
exposed area. If, on the contrary, the beam is focused almost perfectly (or the pinhole 
is bigger than needed), practically all light from the laser will get through, and intensity 
behind will be higher but less even. Low intensity can be compensated by a longer 
exposure, to assure the same dose. But long exposure will be inherently much more 
prone to vibrations and path variations. This is reason why I used a setup on the 
vibration isolated optical table with massive PMMA box, which not only provides 
safety, but more importantly, restricts air flow over setup, which is another potential 
source of error due to path variations. 

Reflections 

The exposing beams do not stop after they reach substrate with photoresist. There is a 
slight absorption, which is in fact inducing changes in the resist, making it work, but 
since the photoresist film is only 1.5 μm thick and the absorption coefficient α is only 
0.04 - 0.08 μm-1 for the unexposed AZ5214E photoresist at 440 nm, one can calculate, 
using 

 𝐼𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼0 exp(−α dresist ) (3) 
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Where I0 is the initial intensity and dresist is resist thickness, that 88.6 to 94.1% or the 
light is still there after the first pass of photoresist layer. AZ5214E resist is primarily 
developed for i-line and h-line (365 and 405 nm), which explains low absorption. This 
clearly explains why I used glass wafer. If silicon wafer is used, one can calculate that 
with the real part of the refractive index of Si at 440 nm being n = 4.79 [76], and the 
refractive index of our resist at 1.664 (the mean mean value for exposed and 
unexposed resist from [86]), reflection back into resist, according to Fresnel’s law,  

 𝑟 = �
𝑛1 −  𝑛2
𝑛1 + 𝑛2

�
2
 (4) 

will be enormous, almost 25% for normal incidence, ruining the exposed pattern. 
However, for a borofloat glass wafer with n = 1.48 [87], the reflected intensity is well 
below 0.5%. This shows why glass is a much better choice. Unfortunately, light will not 
stop in glass, but reaches the backside of a glass wafer. There, according to the same 
equation (4) as before, using n=1 for air, portion of light (4%) will be reflected back. 
This would be again able to seriously degrade the created pattern, so a 
countermeasure is used. Backside of the glass wafer is coated with almost 1 mm thick 
film of polymer with an orange-red dye and the refractive index of this layer is again 
matched to be very close to the one of glass and the resist, so reflection on the 
interface is neglible, but the dye is strongly absorbing and almost no light is left after 
this backside absorber.  

Exposure and development 

With all this considered, one can start testing the first 7 steps (A1 to A7) of the process 
depicted in Figure 1. One of unknown parameters is the exposure time, as the 
sensitivity of the used resist to monochromatic laser light is not known. The first 
estimate is the time used for the same thickness in a conventional mask aligner. This 
is, according to DTU Danchip, 5-7 s. However, the mask aligner uses mercury lamp and 
the intensity seems to be much higher. I attempted to estimate the dose and compare 
it with the intensity and the dose from laser, but since the intensity at the substrate 
plane of interference setup is not known, one cannot use this way to predict optimal 
dose. I decided to run a preliminary test across 2 orders of magnitude, from 2 to 480 
seconds, for a single exposure, no cross-grating attempted. Only the exposures at 64, 
128, 256 s yielded structures with visible diffraction. This allowed for the initial 
exposure dose estimate to be made. The experiment was, as a set II, repeated after 
few weeks, this time with a cross-grating and 2 half-time exposures. Results of this and 
other sets (III, IV and V) are shown as figure 4. One can see that the optimal exposure 
half-time, if the maximum depth is to be optimized, lies likely between 90 and 180 
seconds. Exposures at 160 seconds have been used most, and are shown as bottom 
panel of the same figure 5. 
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The observed effect of the development time does not appear to be significant, and 
does not appear to be very systematic within the “proper” range, which is was found 
to be 3 to 4 minutes, again much different than 50-60 s, suggested in the recipe for 
optical lithography at Danchip. Developed wafers are then rinsed, spin-dried, 
chromium seed layer is deposited and used to electroplate nickel of selected 
thickness. 
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Figure 5. Top panel: Depth of nickel foils as a function of an exposure time, as 
measured by an AFM, shows that the optimal cross-grating half exposure time for a 
selected photoresist and thickness is between 120 and 160 seconds. Red star and red 
background indicate exposures for 160 seconds, which are shown separately in the 
bottom panel for better visibility. Bottom panel: Overview of all half-exposures at 160 
seconds, plotted separately. Red filled columns indicate 240 second development time, 
white filled are developed for 180 seconds. Wafers w26,w27,w28 are from set V, 
W01,W03 and W12 from set IV. 
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Characterization of nickel tools 

The prepared nickel tools have been characterized with usual methods, namely SEM 
and AFM. The AFM system used in this step is a metrology system at DFM, calibrated 
with a traceable standard. The estimated mean period is 426.2±0.5 nm. The highest 
observed period difference for both gratings across whole wafer is below 0.2%. The 
highest period difference in same spot is 0.04% or less. Results are presented in figure 
6.   

  
 

  
 

     
Figure 6. Prepared Ni tools with cross-grating nanopattern.  
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Alternative use 

The resulting nanopatterned nickel foils can be useful by per se. Thick foils 
(approximately 300 μm) can be cut with a special tool to form 85 mm disk, which can 
be directly used as a mold insert for injection molding. This can be used as a viable 
method to produce affordable nanostructured polymer samples using injection 
molding. Moreover, if one uses a macroscopic shadow mask, laser-cut from black 
paper sheet, to restrict the exposed area, the nanostructured area is restricted as well. 
This can be seen on the Ni shim shown in the top panel of Figure 7. If this shim is used 
as a mold insert, small, microscope slide-sized plastic parts can be produced. They 
have part of the surface nanopatterned and are thus diffractive, as demonstrated in 
the bottom panel of the figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Photo of a Ni tool with nanopattern only on the area not shielded by a laser 
cut shadow mask (top) and photo of injection molded polymer microscope slides, 
created using the same tool, showing logo of The Danish National Advanced 
Technology Foundation (bottom).     
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Common defects 

The most common defects observed on nickel foils with large area nanopatterns 
created by interference lithography are depicted in Figure 8. None of the observed 
defects affect the period of the nanopattern. One can see large, centimeter wide 
circular waves, which are barely visible, and  do not affect depth too much. They likely 
come from the Gaussian-like intensity profile of beams. Second, a strange, triangular 
pattern of faint, few millimeters wide spots was observable on some samples. I was 
able to trace it down to the manipulation rods of an automatic spin coater. The 
photoresist on the wafer above the holes for manipulation rods is somehow modified. 
It may be due to different heat capacity and heat flux during resist evaporation or due 
to local, vacuum induced bow of unsupported wafer.  Again, the pattern depth is not 
affected much. Third, in the last 2 sets of samples, small white spots can be observed. 
They can be traced to the air bubbles in the polymer mixture used for the backside 
absorber. The nanopattern depth is locally reduced.   

  
Figure 8. Common defects on nanopatterned nickel foil. Left: Photo of wafer with 
cross-grating pattern. Note the three types of defects; first, small pinhole-like spots, 
marked by black circles, can be traced to voids in the backside absorber. Second, 3 
larger spots in a triangle pattern, marked by white circles, can be traced to 
manipulation posts in the Maximus automatic spinner (right panel). Large, centimeter 
sized, circular waves, are projection of a non-perfect Gaussian beam profile. Finally, 
light and dark lines, marked by arrows, are not defects; they are reflections of a ceiling 
structure and lamp at the lab.      

Replication of nanopattern to Zeonor foils    

After the prepration of the Ni master, one can proceed to steps A8 to A9 of the Figure 
1 with the general process description. I was able to use the Compact NanoImprinter 
(CNI), to replicate one of the best Ni master onto numerous Zeonor foils, with 
thicknesses 50,100, and 188 μm. Foils are flexible and transparent; areas with the 
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cross-grating are slightly diffractive since they act as a phase grating. Replication was 
carried out at 165 °C, well above the glass transition temperature of Zeonor COP 
(136°C) and cushion pressure was 6.5 to 7 bar. The operation principle of device is 
shown in Figure 3, and actual results are shown in Figure 9, together with the foils. An 
interesting observation is a high degree of electrostatic charging once the foils are 
separated from the Ni and the dummy wafer. It might be probably reduced by quick 
dip in DI water in the cleanroom, immediately after imprinting, as the dust-collecting 
effect of foils is a nuisance in further steps. 

  

 

  

Figure 9. A typical operation cycle of the Compact NanoImprinter (top left). Note a 
relatively short cycle time, even prior to any optimalization. AFM and SEM micrographs 
of Zeonor foil with nanostructures. Both depth and period appears identical to the Ni 
master used.  
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Embossing tool development 
The initial tests with embossing have been done in the commercial Compact 
NanoImprinter device, already described and shown in Figure 3. It can be referred to 
as device 0. The maximum pressure, 6.5 – 7 bar, is limited not only by its delicate 
construction but also by the external supply in the cleanroom. With the pressure this 
low, there was no imprint or even a roughness change of an HSQ film. 

A more robust device, commercial Obducat NIL 2.5 is well described in previous 
chapter. It can be referred to as device 1. It uses gas pressure in the chamber, 
separated by a thin, deformable aluminium foil from the imprinted stack. Maximum 
pressure, if there are leaks in system, is claimed to be 70 bars, but during numerous 
trials I found it practically impossible to reach more than 65-67 bar. Imprinting, with 
one notable exception, mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, was not observed 
as the pressure is not sufficient.  

The next step was design and fabrication of a dedicated high pressure device. I aimed 
for simplicity, and proposed the device depicted on figure 10, which will be referred to 
as the Embossinator 2.  

 
Figure 10. Embossinator 2, a dedicated high pressure embossing  device.   
 

The high pressure source is an external gas cylinder with compressed argon or 
nitrogen, which is then introduced to the system either directly or via a high pressure 
reduction valve. This pressure is then used as a hydrostatic pressure at the top side of 
a nanopatterned polymer stamp. The full stamp is slightly bigger than the o-ring in the 
base (bottom part), and is therefore clamped between the base and the lid (top part) 
when system is closed. HSQ coated substrate; either aluminum disk or 50 mm wafer, is 
placed on top of a laser-cut PMMA spacer. Whole system is clamped tight in a massive 
hydraulic press. Theoretical pressure limit is 200 to 230 bar as found in a full gas 
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cylinder. I designed the wall thickness according to the thickness of an aluminum 
scuba cylinder wall (11.8-15.5 mm [88]), which is rated for 200 and 300 bar. After 
reading about few catastrophic failures [89,90] of the aluminum scuba tanks, I added 
50% reserve.  

The device is made out of 6061 aluminum. This is the first system where I was able to 
regularly obtain imprint in an HSQ film, but the imprint depth was extremely low, 
typically below 10 nm. There are a few important observations; first, clamping force of 
a hydraulic press must be well above 5 tons, if not, force on the base (with projected 
inner cavity diameter of 66 mm) at 150 bar is 5.4 tons, thus exceeds the clamping 
force of press. This leads to opening of the system and explosive decompression. 
Another effect is an extrusion of the o-ring, which is then projected across the lab. 
Consequently, I used a full face motorcycle helmet when I operated this device.  
Second, if a direct connection with no reduction and bleed valve is used, pressure limit 
is identical to pressure in the used cylinder; say 180 bar, which is good. However, a 
controlled venting of the system at the end of process is then almost impossible. If a 
high pressure reduction valve is used, pressure losses occur and I was unable to reach 
pressure over 150 bar. Overall, despite its simplicity, this device is useful, but certainly 
not suited for production environment.   

Another dedicated designed and fabricated very high pressure embossing device is the 
Embossinator 3, system shown in the figure 11. I dropped the concept of gas pressure 
and moved to the use of a fluid as hydrostatic pressure delivery medium. Water or 
hydraulic oil does not seem to be suitable fluids, as they would unavoidably 
contaminate substrate and stamp and HSQ is extremely sensitive to humidity. I 
selected PDMS, the material used as a stamp in previous chapters. At the projected 
pressure, 150-400 bar, PDMS gel will be deformable and incompressible as a fluid.   

 
Figure 11. Dedicated very high pressure embossing device Embossinator 3. 
 

Operation principle is obvious; the bulk aluminum piston A is pressed by a hydraulic 
press and compresses the fluid-like PDMS disk of the size and shape of the cavity B in 
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top part of device. This pressure is then transferred to the nanopatterned stamp which 
is embossed into HSQ layer on substrate, curved or flat, aluminum disk or 50 mm 
wafer. The whole device (C and D) is held together by bolts. Since it is a closed 
hydraulic system, one can easily calculate the fluid pressure from the piston diameter 
and force acting on piston. This is shown as Table 1. One can see that for 400 bar 
pressure, a force of approximately 5 ton needs to be applied to the piston. Required 
clamping force is 2.72 times higher, in the ratio of the area of cavity bottom to the 
area of piston. Minimum tensile strength of an M8 (class 8.8 medium carbon steel) 
bolt is 800 MPa [91] . A single bolt is thus able to sustain approximately 41 kN, before 
failing, and one can easily devise that 4 such bolts (M8) can sustain more than 16 tons 
force, more than needed at 400 bars. Force at 400 bar is also below the minimum yield 
strength of used bolts, so no permanent deformation should occur.        

The device was again made out of aluminum, this time of an unknown grade. PDMS 
discs have been repeatedly cast, using the device as a mold. I did not observed any 
difference in PMMS stiffness when the ratio of curing agent to the Sylgard 184 base 
was varied from 1:10 to 1:20, and curing temperature (65-95°C) also does not seem to 
be critical. The used PDMS blocks are shown in figure 12. This device was repeatedly 
and successfully used for imprinting in spin-coated HSQ films on flat samples, but 
pressure is insufficient for spray-coated HSQ films. Nevertheless, I was able to learn 
few important lessons from operating this device. 

 

F [ton] P [bar] 
0 0 

0.5 39 
1.0 78 
1.5 117 
2.0 156 
2.5 195 
3.0 234 
3.5 273 
4.0 312 
4.5 351 
5.0 390 
6.0 468 
7.0 546 
8.0 624 
9.0 702 
10 780 

 

Table 1. Conversion of force to hydrostatic pressure for 40 mm piston. 
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First, the PDMS (fluid-like) based device is inherently a lot safer than the compressed 
gas system. Higher pressures are easily achievable. A fair share of the positive results 
reported in next chapter was achieved using this device. 

Second, the device disassembly was extremely difficult, especially when higher 
pressure > 300 bar was used. When pressure is applied, a slit between device top and 
base opens, and separates them by a fraction of a millimeter, seemingly regardless of 
how tight the system was during assembly. The piston sinks a few millimeters into the 
cavity, filled with allegedly incompressible PDMS. After the release of force acting on 
piston, it does not always fully recover. Finally, when a higher piston force, 6 tons, 
leading to the hydrostatic pressure of about 470 bar, was used, the device ultimately 
failed, regardless of being previously reinforced by another 4 M8 bolts, as shown on 
Figure 12. 

  
Figure 12. Photograh of Embossinator 3 after its ultimate failure (left). Used PDMS disc 
(right). Note damaged edge of disc due to creep out of cavity.    
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Next I will explain how all of those effects described in previous paragraph are related. 
One can calculate that the piston force, needed for, say 300 bar of hydrostatic 
pressure, is approximately 4 tons, and the same force multiplied by 2.72,  is then 
applied to the bolts. Hence, about 10.8 tons of force is applied. Load proof strength of 
4× M8 bolts is 11.1 tons, minimum yield strength is 12.9 tons and minimum tensile 
strength is 16.1 tons and if 8 bolts are used, one can double those numbers. This 
should be perfectly safe and there is no reason why the device opening was a two-man 
job with heavy duty tools.  

The answer lies in the right panel of Figure 12, with photo of the used PDMS disk. Note 
the edge damage. I was able to observe that PDMS clearly acts like a fluid and creeps 
into even a tiniest slits, such as the one between top and bottom of my device, or one 
between piston and top part. This, together with PDMS compression, explains why 
piston sinks a few mm into cavity, and why the piston does not fully recovers. It also 
gives a hint on the difficulty of opening, as the system stays pressurized and is opened 
under tension. It, however, does not explain why I was able to clearly observe plastic 
deformation of the used steel bolts, where a thread pitch on used bolts changed. For 
that, one has to look on another effect, transient, elastic bolt elongation, which I 
observed and later found that this is called “Tie-Rod Stretch” and is known in some 
hydraulic systems [92] . From basic mechanics, we can calculate elongation of the 
stretched member to be: 

 𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐿 ×  𝐹
𝑆 ×  𝐸 (5) 

         

 Where L is length of a member, in our case 10 cm long bolt, F is the force, which is 
product of used hydrostatic pressure and area onto which is it projected to at the 
“bottom” of the Embossinator, S is the bolt(s) cross-section and E is Young’s modulus 
of used steel. Once this elongation is calculated, it explains the temporary slit between 
top and bottom of my device, which appears once pressure is applied. This slit, easily 
0.5 mm wide (see table 2), allows PDMS to creep even further. And, as it creeps, area 
onto which the hydrostatic pressure is applied grows, with the square of diameter 
growth. So grows the force on the bolts, which leads first to plastic deformation and 
then, finally, to critical failure. This was observed as well, in my case it was a shear 
failure of a nut, when 6 tons of pressure was applied for system reinforced with 8×M8 
bolts. Initial force on the bolts was cca 16 tons, a tensile limit is 32 tons. After 
approximately 2.5 minutes, when PDMS is creeping into now elastically open 0.2 mm 
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slit, the diameter onto which the hydrostatic pressure is projected grows, the force 
grows with a square of that diameter, exceeding 32 tons and device ultimately fails.  

After this, I was unable to open the device again, and it was accomplished only with 
the use of an angle grinder powertool.             

bolt Hydrostatic pressure [bar] 

  500 750 1000 

4xM8 0.425 0.638 0.851 

8xM8 0.213 0.319 0.425 

4xM12 0.189 0.284 0.378 

8xM12 0.095 0.142 0.189 

4xM18 0.084 0.126 0.168 

8xM18 0.042 0.063 0.084 

4xM22 0.056 0.084 0.113 

8xM22 0.028 0.042 0.056 
 

Table 2. Elastic elongation of tightened bolts in mm. 10 cm long bolts, used in an 
Embossinator with cavity diameter of 66 mm elastically elongate after pressure is 
applied, which opens a slit, where fluid (PDMS) can creep out of the cavity. 

 

Finally, in late January 2013, the last device, an extremely high pressure embossing 
device, the Embossinator 4, was developed. It reflects all knowledge learned and 
incorporates a few advanced features. The system is shown in the figure 13. The 
system is made of a tool steel and uses 8 massive M18 bolts.  

First, to prevent any PDMS creep between top and bottom, I have designed a tiny 0.3 
mm, blade-like rib at the bottom edge of top part cavity. This steel rib is then forced 
into a polyethylene (PE) spacer, resulting in both plastic and elastic deformation. Once 
pressure is applied, the system opens, but, due to 8 massive M18 bolts, only by 0.04-
0.08 mm, as shown in the Table 2. Since the rib is already 0.3 mm in the PE spacer 
from assembly, this slit is closed by an elastic springback of PE spacer.     

Second, to address creep of PDMS between piston and bore, a deformable 0.5 mm 
thick PFTE foil is used on the top of PDMS disk and the piston is heavily lubricated by 
high viscosity Teflon-based vaseline.  

This allows the use of this system at pressures up to 1000 bar, as I tested, but I used 
only up to 800 bar with a real nanopatterned samples. Actual double-curved 
nanoimprited surfaces have been prepared successfully with this system. The 
assembly and disassembly is easy, takes only minutes, the system is cleanroom 
compatible and is usable directly, without any further modifications.       
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Figure 13. Dedicated extremely high pressure embossing device Embossinator 4.  
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HSQ layer deposition development 
Hydrogen silsesquioxane was developed as an ultra-high resolution e-beam resist. 
Typical layer thickness used in this application is less than 50 nm. This thickness is 
insufficient for the purposes of both roughness reduction and of nanoimprinting. New 
methods and parameters for the deposition of a much thicker layer need to be 
developed. Out of the possible methods, one can quickly identify spin-coating and 
spray-coating as the most suitable candidates. Dip coating is impractical, provided the 
cost of HSQ solution (10.000 EUR per liter). A spray-coating process was shown in the 
previous chapter; and spin-coating is described here. In Figure 14 I present spin curves 
for the FOx-16 resist on 50 mm substrate, with the aim to reach a film thickness over 1 
μm, as measured by mechanical profiler.   

 

Figure 14. Spin curves for HSQ on 50 mm substrate. Left: A regular RPM range. Right: 
Very low RPM range needed to obtain layer thicker than 1000 nm.  

One can see that speeds as low as 300-900 RPM are needed. If this speed is used 
alone, result is a massive, few millimeters wide edge bead, a region with excess resist 
at the edge of substrate. One can however observe, if spinning with an open lid, that 
the interference colors changing, which indicates thinning of HSQ film stops after a 
certain time. It can be concluded that film is stable after that time and it is possible to 
accelerate to remove/reduce the edge bead. This time is the shown in table 3.  

  

Speed [RPM] time [s] 
300 8 
600 10-13 
900 20-21 

 

Table 3. Spin-coating time necessary for the stabilization of the center of an HSQ film. 
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So, if one waits this time, the HSQ film in the center of 50 mm wafer is already stable 
and solvent free. It is possible to accelerate quickly to 3000-5000 RPM and continue 
spinning for another 15 s. At the end of this modified process, no edge bead formation 
is visible and I was able to reproducibly achieve thicknesses above 1.7 μm on flat 
substrates, as demonstrated by the mean thickness of 1733 nm, with SD of 78.6 nm 
(N=10), and median 1721 nm at 300 RPM. 

 

Conclusion 
To conclude this chapter, I was able to develop tools for nanimprinting on HSQ films. 
First, I developed a process to form a very precise nanopattern using interference 
lithography. This pattern was transferred into electroplated nickel foils of selected 
thickness, 25 to 350 µm, some of which may be used directly as an insert for injection 
molding of polymers. Patterns on nickel foils were transferred to the Zeonor COP 
polymer foils with thicknesses of 50,100 and 188 µm. The prepared polymer foils as 
well as Ni masters have been thoroughly characterized. 

Second, I developed a few dedicated devices for hydrostatic imprinting; the last one 
was tested at pressures up to 1000 bar, and used with the real HSQ nanopatterned 
sample at pressures of up to 800 bar. Actual non-planar nanoimprited surfaces have 
been prepared successfully with this system. 

Third, an HSQ spin-coating process, originally used for films < 50 nm was studied and 
optimized to produce films thicker than 1.7 µm.    

Supplementary information 
Technical drawings of prepared devices are available as an Appendix B of this 
dissertation. 
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Chapter 7: Nanopatterning of HSQ coated 
double curved surfaces 
This chapter shows the results of nanoimprinting into spin- and spray-coated surfaces, 
using stamps from a Ni foil, and from a Zeonor polymer foils. Imprinted surfaces are 
flat Si wafers, and aluminum cones and spherical caps. The imprint depth as a function 
of pressure and stamp material is shown and pattern distortion is analysed.       

Nanopatterns on curved surfaces are usually realized with soft elastic stamps made 
from materials such as PDMS or PMMA, as reported by Choi et al. [5], where spherical 
substrates with radius of 10 mm were used. Polyvinyl alcohol and nickel stamp was 
used by Hong et al. [6], where the force was delivered by gas pressure (5 bar) and a 
cylindrical substrate with radius of 20 mm was used. Weng et al. reports [8] an 
interesting method where a flexible, PDMS stamp is cast with a magnetic layer, then 
applied to the surface with 1 bar of gas pressure , and after reaching sufficient contact 
with the substrate, an electromagnet is activated which increases the force to 13 bar. 
Fully functional, insect eye-like PMMA hexagonal lenses on curved spherical surface 
with radius of 3.5 mm have been recently (2012) reported by Liu et al. [9]. Another 
quite successful set of experiments with PMMA and PDMS transferred onto highly 
non-planar ribs and channels for microfludics was reported by Farshchian et al. [10-
12].     

All of such systems, where pattern is formed in a PMMA or another plastic, are 
unfortunately not a viable option for a heavy duty, high temperature use as mold 
insert for injection molding. For that, a good option is to nanopattern HSQ films.   

When HSQ is mentioned in texts regarding nanopatterns and imprinting, it usually 
serves as a tool or a stamp, as something you are imprinting with, not as something 
you are imprinting to. HSQ is a highly versatile material; films may be nanostructured 
using variety of methods, including x-ray lithography, e-beam lithography [62,63], ion-
beam lithography [31,93], and room temperature nanoimprinting, the latter of which 
was reported by Matsui et al. [65,94], Igaku et al. [95], Sung et al. [96] and Nakamatsu 
et al. [97]. Reported articles note problems with high pressure needed for imprint, 50-
400 bar, where imprinting does not work reliably even on planar substrates, and HSQ 
is highly sensitive to temperature and humidity. A recent paper by Kang et al. [66] 
reports the use of a high boiling point solvent to reduce the issues with pressure, 
although this solution is unfortunately not viable with a Ni stamp.     
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There is also an interesting recent report by Yang et al. [98], where a nanopatterned 
PDMS film is cast, coated with HSQ and used to direct-print HSQ to substrates, 
including cylinder with unknown radius.    

Methods and materials 
This section describes how an HSQ coated non-planar surfaces have been patterned, 
how the stamp stretch was assessed, and how the system was modeled.  

Nanoimprinting into HSQ films 

Non-planar highly curved RSA aluminum substrates have been single point diamond 
turned by our collaborator at NTU Singapore. We carefully rinsed surfaces with 
acetone and IPA, blow dried and primed surface in the air plasma, using same 
conditions as in chapter 5. Planar aluminum substrates were prepared the same way 
and planar 50 mm silicon wafers, used for spin coated HSQ, were cleaned but not 
plasma treated.    

HSQ was deposited using protocols developed in previous chapters, for spin-coated 
samples, HSQ was applied, sample was spinned at 500 RPM for 20 s and then at 
3000RPM for 15 s, to limit edge bead formation. Spray-coated samples have been 
prepared using protocol identical to the one described in chapter 5.  

There is, inavoidably, a delay between an HSQ layer deposition and processing. Spin 
coated samples have been stored in closed plastic wafer carriers for individual wafers, 
either with our without tiny piece of cleanroom long fiber cloth soaked with MIBK 
solvent to mimic reflow. The time to processing was usually less than 120 min.  For 
spray-coated samples, regular reflow chamber with a forced circulation of solvent 
vapor was used and samples were exposed to solvent vapor for at least 90 min and 
processed immediately after removing from the reflow box. 

Imprinting was carried out using specially developed devices, as described in detail in 
previous chapter, the Embossinators. Spin-coated samples were tested using CNI and 
NIL 2.5 Obducat, and actually imprinted using Embossinator 2 (up to 150 bar), and 
Embossinator 3 (up to 390 bar). Spray-coated samples were successfully imprinted at 
pressure 600 to 800 bar, using the Embossinator 4. 

Imprinted samples that were characterized using AFM, were measured using the AFM 
PSIA in a tapping mode. SEM characterization is described elsewhere.  Optical 
microscopy was done using low magnification optical microscope with digital image 
capture device. 
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Pattern distortion assessment 

One can expect pattern distortion due to strain from intrinsically planar stamp 
conforming to the double curved substrate. 

FEI Nova 600 NanoSEM, operated at a low vacuum mode to limit sample charging, and 
the variable pressure secondary electron (LVD) detector, was used to characterize 
nanopatterns formed in HSQ film on non-planar surfaces. We used strictly a top view, 
zero stage-tilt geometry, and avoided use of a beam tilt, while keeping also the 
magnification and focus as fixed as possible during image series. Sample movement 
was realized solely by the stage movement.  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Pattern distortion assessment. Top view SEM images are taken at the center 
of nanopatterned curved structures, and in increasing off-center distances on 
alternating sides, as indicated by the numbers at the top panel. With known off-center 
distance for each image, one can measure distances on each micrograph, divide them 
by the number of periods in the X and Y directions, and calculate the X and Y periods 
and the mean period at each investigated spot. Note the need to compensate data by 
geometrical mapping, as the period seen at point n is in fact larger than it appears.   
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Collected data have been processed to extract the period in both directions and the 
mean period for each investigated spot. There is obviously a need for the “geometrical 
mapping” or “tilt correction” of collected raw data, as the sample is non-planar and 
the period in the tangential plane for each spot is larger than observed period. This 
effect is far more significant for points far off the structure center. The corrected 
period Λ𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿 is then calculated using: 

 Λ𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿 = Λ𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑈𝑅𝐸𝐷
cos (𝜗)

=  Λ𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑈𝑅𝐸𝐷

cos �𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛� 𝑙𝑅��
=  Λ𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑈𝑅𝐸𝐷

�1−�𝑙𝑅�
2     (1) 

 

Where 𝜗 is  

 𝜗 = arcsin �
𝑙
𝑅
�, (2) 

 

and the 𝑙 and 𝑅  are distances on a spherical surface, according to the sketch below.  

 

 

Another SEM, LEO 1550 (currently Zeiss) was used for the measurements on actual 
used and plastically deformed Ni masters, as they are, unlike cured HSQ films, not 
dielectric and one can easily use high vacuum mode.  

For the estimation of the error in the measured period, we assumed that our 
measurement bar may be positioned up to 1

8� th of the actual period length in error. If 
we assume that half a period is of the opposite color, then ¼ is a visibly wrong position 
and 1 8�  th is realistic assumption for upper limit. This 1/8 (12.5%) length is then divided 
by the total number of periods measured with that particular measurement bar. We 
added 0.12% as the maximum possible rounding error. This method leads to the error 
of 1.1-1.4% for the HSQ surfaces, and less, below 1% for used foils, where we were 
able to use another SEM, at a lower magnification, thus dividing the same 1/8 period 
length with more periods.   
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FE model 

The model of deformation of the foil developed by our collaborators at DTU MEK uses 
the following assumptions, nickel Young’s modulus E=200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.31 
as was found in the literature [99].  Standard mechanical model based on the solution 
of static force equilibrium equations was used, and the large strain theory was used 
for the strain description, which renders the system geometry non-linear. The yield 
stress was found by backing it from the stress-strain curve of Ni, as found in [99].  

The contact between nickel stamp and HSQ coated aluminum substrate was modeled 
using standard Coulomb friction, where the coefficient of friction, empirical property 
of materials in contact, was found in literature [100] to be 0.35 between nickel and 
aluminum, disregarding the HSQ layer, for which the experimental friction data are not 
available. 

The equation system was numerically discretized, using finite element method and 
solved using the general purpose FE code ABAQUS.  

Results and discussion 
We were able to devise, successfully develop and test process for nanoimprinting into 
HSQ films deposited by spin-coating and by spray-coating on planar and on a set of 
double-curved substrates with very high curvatures (radius as low as 500µm). This 
process involved an extremely high pressure (600-800 bars). An example of a 
nanopatterned HSQ on a flat and a highly-curved spherical substrate is shown in figure 
2.  

  
Figure 2. Example of patterns imprinted in HSQ film. Left: One of the early samples, 
flat, imprinted at 236 bar for 10 min. Depth (from AFM) 75±9 nm, 70% of master. 
Right: Optical micrograph of a nanopattern (1 min@650 bar,) with cured HSQ film on a 
spherical cap, radius 1 mm, base diameter 1.2 mm, heigth 200 µm.  Note the presence 
of diffraction effects.  
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Such patterns have been thermally cured and can be used as mold inserts for an 
injection molding of polymer articles.  

There are some important observations regarding imprinting into HSQ. First, we used 
spin-coated HSQ films and both Zeonor and Ni stamps and investigated depth as 
function of pressure, as shown in figure 3, top panel. One can see that no imprint is 
achieved at 7 and 60-70 bars, which is the limit of both commercial devices used.  
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Figure 3. Depth of an imprint in HSQ as a function of the embossing pressure. Top panel shows 
results for spin-coated HSQ films. Bottom panel shows results for spray-coated HSQ films. 
Results, observed for these 2 methods differ.  
Only when the pressure is increased to 100-150 bars, which is an effective limit of 
Embossinator 2, an imprint is made. Note the depth; it is only 5-10% of the Zeonor 
master depth. Interestingly enough, we did not observe any direct effect of solvent 
reflow. (as used in chapter 5) This was realized with the presence or absence of a 
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cloth, soaked in MIBK solvent, in a closed transport box during transport from 
cleanroom to lab. There is also no evident effect of delay, or time between the HSQ 
film deposition and processing. We tried to keep this time as short as possible, but 
since the disassembly of Embossinator 3 was rather slow, this time was often 30-90 
min.  

Imprints become much more reliable with new device, Embossinator 3, which allowed 
reaching over 300 bars routinely. Achieved imprint depth increased, with increased 
pressure, but only to some extent, to approximately 25% of master depth, as 
demonstrated in Figure 3 top panel. When the pressure was increased further, to 390 
bars, making the device operation seriously obnoxious, depth did not increased any 
further.     

There is a possibility that, at such pressures, Zeonor foil is plastically deformed, hence, 
no further increase of depth. To test this, a few experiments, where the same piece of 
a Zeonor foil was used more than once, was carried out, and the result is rather clear, 
as can be seen on figure 3. The second imprint with the same foil is always more 
shallow. Moreover, if an AFM is measured directly on the Zeonor foil (see figure 4) one 
can see that master depth is reduced, likely due to plastic deformation. 
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Figure 4. ZEONOR polymer foil is plastically deformed during an embossing into the HSQ film as 
evidenced by an AFM measurement. Top Panel: Fresh foil shows a nanopattern depth of 179.4 
±16.5 nm. Bottom panel: The same foil was used once to emboss into HSQ film at 236 bars and 
a nanopattern depth is reduced to 95.1±11.2 nm. Additionally, the elastic portion of a 
deformation is transient, therefore is not captured. 
 

This observation was the reason to review the proposed process (Figure 1 at Chapter6) 
and drop the use of disposable polymer foils. We prepared few more sets of nickel 
masters, this time with lower thickness; FDTS coat them, and used them directly on 
HSQ film, skipping steps with Zeonor. This immediately yielded much better imprints, 
with a higher replication depth both in absolute depth and in ratio to the depth of 
master, as demonstrated by 2 points in figure 3, top panel, at 70% and 75% depth.  
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Naturally, the obvious question is, does the nickel foil plastically deform as well? If so, 
then to what extent? This was tested and result is shown in figure 5. We used same 
piece of nickel foil three (!) times, imprinting each time for 10min at 236 bars. Initial 
depth was 107±6, final depth 106.7±8 nm, well within the SD, which suggests no 
permanent damage to nickel at 236 bar.    
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Figure 5. The nickel foil is not deformed during an embossing into the HSQ film as evidenced by 
an AFM a measurement. Top Panel: Fresh foil shows a nanopattern depth of 107±6 nm. 
Bottom panel: Same foil was used three times (!) to emboss into HSQ film at 236 bars for 600 
seconds, and a nanopattern depth is not reduced, but stays at 106,7±8 nm. The depth of a 
replicated nanopattern is approximately 70% of the depth on the nickel foil. However, possible 
elastic portions of deformation could be transient and therefore not captured, but may be 
responsible for the remaining 30% or a part of it. 
 

Again, in this stage the process looks like a well working solution, where reliable 
imprinting was achieved at 236 bars using Ni. Note that all experiments discussed so 
far involve spin coated HSQ, i.e. top panel of figure 3.  
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Real, non-planar samples need to be spray-coated, using a previously specified 
protocol, described in the chapter 5. Once again, there was no imprint regardless of 
variation in reflow time, embossing time and the pressure variation from 234 to 312 
bar, which were perfectly suitable conditions for spin-coated films. 

When a further increase of pressure was attempted, catastrophic failure of 
Embossinator 3 occurred, despite being reinforced by 4 more tempered carbon steel 
bolts. Reasons are discussed in detail in a previous chapter, together with lessons 
learned. This allows (and dictates) building of one last device, Embossinator 4, which 
was tested in late January 2013.  

Since the device is capable of reaching 1000 bar, additional experiments with spray-
coated HSQ have been devised and performed, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 
3. Finally, using the pressure of 600 to 800 bar (figure 3), good replications with depths 
well over 50% were observed on spray-coated HSQ. This system is suitable for the 
double-curved mold surfaces. At least 14 substrates have been imprinted, showing 
signs of nanopatterning (diffraction of visible light) but not all the depths were 
investigated with AFM due to lack of time.  

Occasionally we have been able to observe minor issues with particles, as shown in 
figure 6. The diffraction on and around particles is reduced, indicating a similar 
reduction in pattern depth, which was indeed confirmed by the AFM, as shown in 
figure 6 bottom right panel. The source of particles is not entirely clear. Since the 
experiment was carried out in a class 10 cleanroom, dust or some other contamination 
is not likely source of particles. Provided that they start to appear during reflow, when 
is the HSQ film exposed to the MIBK solvent vapor, even prior to the embossing, one 
can speculate that the source may be the spray-coating process itself. It produces 
airborne semi-dry particles, and if some of them deposit to the surface after a delay, 
already partially cross-linked, they may be sufficiently hard to produce this effect. They 
can possibly act also as some sort of a nucleation centers, and, when the rest of the 
film softens as solvent is introduced, they may facilitate cross-linking in their vicinity. 
Another proposed explanation is that, as the HSQ solution is ultrasonically atomized 
during spray-coating, local ultrasonic cavitation may occur and that leads to locally 
increased pressures and temperatures, which cross-links HSQ and forms particles or 
their seeds. The observation of particles is not exemption, but not a rule, and a 
thorough cleaning of the spray-coating system, including the HSQ delivery tubing and 
syringe seems to alleviate the problem.    
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Figure 6. An HSQ coated disk, with tested conical surface in the center. The photo (top) 
shows clear signs of a diffrraction on nanostructures imprinted in the HSQ and the 
particle contamination, marked with cicles. AFM shows nice, well replicated pattern 
with depth over 50% of the master and a gradual loss of replication in the vicinity of a 
particle.  
 

In the figure 7 is shown a selection of prepared double-curved surfaces, together with 
their respective profiles. We can see the spherical surface cavity, with the radius of 
2000 μm, the series of spherical caps with the radii of 2000, 1000 and 500 μm, and the 
cones, corresponding to the unsuccessful manufacturing of spherical caps with the 
radii of 1000 and 500 μm. We can see that all those substrates have been 
nanopatterned as by the diffraction of a white light from the microscope illumination.  
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R= 1999 μm 
 
d= 201 μm         

  
 
 
R= 1998 μm 
 
h= 201 μm         

  
 
 
R= 1000 μm 
 
h= 200 μm         

  
 
 
R= 500 μm 
 
h= 201 μm         

  
 
 
 
h= 161 μm         

  
 
 
 
h= 190 μm         

  
Figure 7. The right column shows a gallery of the nanopatterned non-planar surfaces, 
note the diffraction, the left one shows profiles as measured by a stylus profilometer.  
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Now, as the nanopatterned surfaces have been prepared, we can proceed to study the 
pattern distortion which can be seen as a strain of intrinsically planar stamp, forced to 
conform to the spherical surface. For this, only the 3 spherical protrusions with radii 
2000, 1000 and 500 μm have been selected.  

Using the SEM and the method, described in the first section of this chapter, the mean 
period of nanopattern as a function of the radial position was calculated, using the X 
and Y period of the imprinted nanopattern. This can be seen on the top panel of figure 
8.  

 

 
Figure 8. An unmapped, top-view period of a pattern on surface with the spherical 
radius of 1000 μm on top, and the radial imprint limit, cca 480 μm from the apex.  
 

Note also the red and blue markers, the blue is placed at the end of a spherical 
surface, where the substrate becomes planar, and red is observed limit of imprinting, 
the radial boundary behind which the nanopattern was not replicated. On this sample, 
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with the spherical radius of 1000 μm, is the boundary approximately 450 nm from the 
apex.     

After we use the equation 1 to perform a geometrical mapping to get the real pattern 
period, we can compare it with the period calculated using the FE model, developed 
by our collaborator from DTU Mek. Lets first present some results from the model, on 
figure 9 are shown contourplots of the deformed nickel foils, as it stretches on the 
spherical protrusions. False color corresponds to the maximum logarithmic strain.         

 
A) 

 
B) 

 
C) 
Figure 9. Contourplots of the deformed shapes of the nickel foils pressed down to the 
aluminum substrate in the three different test cases: A) 2000 µm, B) 1000 µm and C) 
500 µm. 
 

With the strain along the surface, we can calculate the expected mean period and 
compare it to the actually measured, and to geometrically corrected mean period. This 
comparison is shown as figure 10, for all three modeled radii.  
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A A 

B B 

C C 
 

Figure 10. The comparison of measured and numerically calculated periods of the 
nanopattern. A) 2000 μm B) 1000 μm C)500 μm. The right collumn is rescalled to better 
show experimental data points.  
 

As we can see, there is very good agreement between the experiment and the FE 
model. From figures 9 and 10 is also clear, that the maximum strain is outside the 
area, where the two surfaces are in a contact, in the area where the pattern in not 
replicated, behind the observed radial boundary. And, if the contact pressure between 
the nickel foil and the aluminum substrate is extracted from the model, we can plot it 
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as a function of the radial distance, as shown in figure 11. As we can see, the contact 
pressures, devised from the FE model for each radius, show increase and a sudden 
drop, which is perfectly corresponding to the radial boundary, behind which is the 
pattern no longer replicated. This boundary, observed experimentally is marked by the 
dotted lines in figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. The contact pressure between the nickel foils and spherical substrates, as 
calculated from the model (full lines) shows sudden drop on the position which 
corresponds to the experimentally observed radial boundary (dotted lines) behind 
which is the pattern not replicated.         
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Conclusion 
We successfully imprinted nanopatterns into HSQ films on both planar and non planar, 
double-curved surfaces, with a radius of curvature as low as 500 µm.  

The onset pressure for nanoimprinting into HSQ is fairly high, compared to other 
resists. This is, to some extent, in agreement with literature [66]. Observed pressure 
onset for spin-coated HSQ films is 100-150 bars, and a pressure over 200 bars usually 
yields an imprint. On the other hand, a pressure of 312 bar did not yield any imprint 
for spray-coated HSQ, whereas the pressure over 600 bars works most of the time. 
This suggests a possible difference between those HSQ films.  

Both Zeonor plastic foils and Ni foils were used as a nanopattern master. There is a 
sizeable difference between depths achieved at the same pressure with Zeonor and 
Ni, and the highest depth achieved with Zeonor was only around 50 nm, below 30% of 
master depth. With a Ni master, the same pressure yields an imprint depth up to 65-
80% of master.    

There is an observable difference between the first and subsequent uses of the same 
Zeonor master, where the depth achieved during subsequent uses reduced, suggesting 
plastic deformation of the nanopattern in polymer. This is not a completely surprising 
effect considering the pressure. 

Well defined nanopattern on non-planar substrates with different radii allows good 
assessment of pattern distortion. It was carried out, using measurement of pattern 
period as a function of the position on a spherical and a conical surface. This way the 
pattern-strain functions for spherical surfaces of 3 different radii were measured.  

During this investigation, the boundary behind which the nanopattern was not 
replicated was observed. The same boundary was also found during the investigation 
of the used, plastically deformed Ni foils. The position on used foils is perfectly 
corresponding to the boundary on HSQ coated substrates.  

An FE numerical model, devised to predict strain of 55 µm Ni foil hydrostatically 
pressed onto a spherical substrate with radii of 500, 1000, and 2000 µm is found to be 
in good agreement with experimental data. If the same model is used to calculate a 
contact pressure between aluminum substrate and nickel foil as a function of a 
position, it predicts both an existence and a position of the observed boundary with 
high precision. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and outlook 
The goal of this work was to fabricate non-planar surfaces with nanostructured 
patterns that are suitable for injection molding tools and, to some extent, also the 
methods used. First, in order to facilitate de-molding of nanopatterned plastic parts, I 
needed to test if the previously established anti-adhesive monolayers, such as FDTS, 
are sufficiently stable and resistant also on surfaces of molding tools repeatedly 
exposed to molten polymer.  

Using data, methods and results from chapters 2 and 3, one can conclude that an FDTS 
layer does not significantly alter the surface topography, and that there is a detectable 
fluorine concentration and a highly increased contact angle even after 500 molding 
cycles. This demonstrates the presence of the FDTS, thus showing that FDTS prevails 
well on mold surfaces of aluminum, titanium, and nickel. 

Using the same results, the coating lifetime can be estimated with the assumption of a 
linear removal, as is presented in chapter 3. There, I show and compare four methods, 
two of which uses calculated surface energies, and two of which uses quantitative XPS 
data, either the absolute fluorine concentration or the ratio of fluorine to the primary 
metal. If I conservatively take the lowest estimate for each respective metal, I can rank 
them in the order of suitability for the FDTS coated mold substrate. They are, in 
descending order, aluminum, titanium and nickel.  

Methods and metrics developed in chapters 2 and 3 are well suited to assess stability 
of FDTS on the surface of HSQ coated mold inserts, flat or micro- and nanostructured. 
As I show in chapter 5, spray-coated HSQ films can be used to reduce surface 
roughness of manufactured surfaces, planar or freeform. The peak-to-valley roughness 
was reduced 20 times on initially rougher sample and 10 times on initially less rough 
sample. This, together with the ability of HSQ to withstand IM, can facilitate much 
simpler, faster and cheaper manufacturing of molds, as they can be manufactured 
with less tight roughness tolerances, and consequently spray-coated with HSQ film to 
reduce roughness and an FDTS monolayer to facilitate de-molding. This way, one can 
fabricate for instance freeform optical and microoptical articles, where the roughness 
is critical. As the dimension of a spray-coated mold is not inherently limited, one can 
envision a promising outcome, large injection molded parts with excellent high-gloss 
surfaces.  

A highly curved spherical PMMA surface may be nanostructured, as shown in the 
chapter 4, using a flexible soft stamp from PDMS and a hydrostatic pressure to 
facilitate the contact between the two. Structures as small as 420 nm have been 
successfully imprinted onto the spherical surface with a radius of 1 mm. In this chapter 
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we show sizeable pattern distortion (up to 14% of the base period) and the fact that 
the nominal, geometrically predicted 7.7% strain of the pattern is not distributed 
evenly on a spherical surface. There is also large difference between the use of thick 
and thin stamp. Nanostructured PMMA surfaces cannot be used as a tool for injection 
molding, but they can be used directly i.e. in microfluidics, or as a mold for polymer 
casting.    

In chapter 6, we were able to develop a process for fabrication of imprinting masters 
from nickel and from Zeonor polymer, with an extremely precise and uniform period. 
Estimated mean period is 426.2±0.5 nm, the highest observed period difference for 
two directions of a cross-gratings is below 0.2% across whole master. Next we were 
able to develop a process to deposit up to 1.7μm thick HSQ films, and a set of 
dedicated embossing devices, last of which is capable to reach 1000 bar pressure, 
without failing.   

In chapter 7, using the tools developed in chapter 6, we demonstrated a room-
temperature imprinting in HSQ films deposited by spin- and spray-coating methods. 
One can see that the pressure which is sufficient for imprint in a spin-coated film (200 
bar) is not sufficient for a spray-coated film, where 600 bar or more was needed. We 
have been able to show imprinting of 420 nm patterns on flat, conical, and spherical 
surfaces, with radii of 2000, 1000 and 500 μm. Such surfaces have been FDTS coated, 
and are directly usable as IM inserts. We also found a limit, a radial boundary, behind 
which the pattern is not imprinted, for each radius. 

With a well defined pattern, we measured distribution of pattern distortion (strain) 
across the diameter and this experimental data have been compared with a specially 
developed finite element analysis based computational model and found to be in a 
good agreement. This model can now be used to predict pattern for other geometries. 
The model is also able to precisely predict contact pressure between the nickel stamp 
and spherical substrate, thus also the precise position of the abovementioned radial 
boundary for each diameter. 

Moreover, if an FDTS coating, tested in chapters 2 and 3, is deposited after forming of 
the functional nanostructures in the mold, as we show in chapter 7, affordable, large, 
non-planar and nanopatterned surfaces would be available. As an example, I can name 
Fresnel-lens based solar cell concentrator with added nanostructures for antireflective 
properties, or large antifogging freeform plastic lenses for glasses, or small ones, for 
portable electronics or medical instruments.      
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Appendix A: Supplementary data 
Supplementary figures S1, S2 and S3 with unprocessed CA data associated with 
Chapter 2: Stability of FDTS monolayer coating on aluminum injection molding tools.  

 
Figure S1. Raw results of CA measurement with multiple drops of diiodomethane for 
each sample treatment. Values marked with star are omitted for further calculation. 

 
Figure S2. Raw results of CA measurement with multiple drops of benzylalcohol for 
each sample treatment. Values marked with star are omitted for further calculation. 
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Figure S3. Raw results of CA measurement with multiple drops of water for each 
sample treatment. Values marked with star are omitted for further calculation. 
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Supplementary figures S4-S9 with unprocessed CA data associated with Chapter 3: 
Stability of FDTS monolayer coating on Ni and Ti injection molding tools. 

 
Figure S4. Contact angle measurement results for a nickel IM surface and BA, as a 
function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated sample, for sample 
freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 200 with cold (20°C) 
mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), therefore total of 500 
cycles. Values marked with star are omitted for further calculation. Values in red oval 
are not representative, they are measured inside a small surface region affected by so 
called diesel effect as discussed in chapter text.   
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Figure S5. Raw contact angle measurement results for a nickel IM surface and di-
iodomethane, as a function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated 
sample, for sample freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 
200 with cold (20°C) mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), 
therefore total of 500 cycles. Values marked with star are omitted for further 
calculation. Values in red oval are not representative, they are measured inside a small 
surface region affected by so called diesel effect as discussed in chapter text. 
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Figure S6. Raw contact angle measurement results for a nickel IM surface and water, 
as a function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated sample, for sample 
freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 200 with cold (20°C) 
mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), therefore total of 500 
cycles. Values marked with star are omitted for further calculation. Values in red oval 
are not representative, they are measured inside a small surface region affected by so 
called diesel effect as discussed in chapter text. 
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Figure S7. Raw contact angle measurement results for a titanium IM tool surface and 
benzyl alcohol, as a function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated 
sample, for sample freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 
200 with cold (20°C) mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), 
therefore total of 500 cycles.  
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Figure S8. Raw contact angle measurement results for a titanium IM tool surface and 
di-iodomethane, as a function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated 
sample, for sample freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 
200 with cold (20°C) mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), 
therefore total of 500 cycles. Value plotted in red is omitted for further calculation.  
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Figure S9. Raw contact angle measurement results for a titanium IM tool surface and 
water, as a function of a sample treatment, left to right, for an uncoated sample, for 
sample freshly coated with FDTS, for sample after 200 injection molding 200 with cold 
(20°C) mold and after additional 300 cycles with heated mold (100°C), therefore total 
of 500 cycles. Values plotted in red are omitted for further calculation. 
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Supplementary table  S10, with roughness data associated with Chapter X: Surface 
roughness reduction using spray-coated hydrogen silsesquioxane reflow 

  clean Si  SD (N=5) post-sputtering 
Si  

SD (N=4) 

S RMS [nm] 2.41 0.29 1.96 0.20 

 S a [nm] 1.91 0.26 1.57 0.15 

S PV [nm] 16.00 2.30 13.60 1.60 

  

Supplementary table S10. Roughness parameters and their standard deviations (SD) 
measured on a silicon wafer before and after sputtering of the reflective Au/Pd film 
together with actual samples measured using VSI method. Roughness change is very 
low, as expected for sputtering, which is usually considered a conformal coating 
process, thus the effect of this coating on roughness can be neglected. 

.  
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Appendix B: Technical drawings 
Technical drawings of the  Embossinators 4, 3, and 2.  
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